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• My parents for supporting me throughout the years. They never doubted that I would 
complete my study at TUE or anything else that I have ever started; 

• Umma for accepting far less attention than she actually wished for. 

Alexa F. Verburg 
January, 2007 
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Abstract 
Due to the changed threat in the world, units and personnel have missions different from what 
they used to have. Different missions in different places all over the world . These changes require 
a dynamic maintenance concept in which a mission and the prevailing conditions are taken into 
account. 
Therefore, the research for this thesis has focused on reducing the downtime by predicting the 
stress on a military system, based on the mission it is ordered to fulfil. 

In an orientation case the fresh water maker of HNLMS Witte de With is scrutinized with 
FMECA. It showed that critical factors indeed are depending on environmental circumstances, 
like seawater temperature or pollution. This is the basis for MEOM. 

Systems are hardware placed onboard a unit that support in the execution of any operational 
mission. They are divided into 'vital systems ' that are essential to fulfil a mission element and 
into 'conditional systems' that have to operate independently of the mission. :MEOM will 
stipulate the effect of the mission conditions environment, duration, climate and locale season to 
both the vital and conditional systems. 

Within the RNLN a tool is used to report the status of personnel, level of training and material: 
HAKOG-II. The stmcture of material readiness matches the components of an operational 
mission: the main task ' ship and crew survivability' resembles the 'conditional systems ', 
'operational tasks ' the 'vital systems ' and 'mission capabilities' the 'defence tasks '. 
The objective of :MEOM is to advise in a maintenance concept of all conditional and vital 
systems onboard, based on the operational mission a unit is ordered to fulfil. Within :MEOM the 
relation between the vital and conditional BS.Mrs are similar to the BS.Mrs in material readiness 
of HAKOG-II. 

Within the RNLN also another tool to report the material status of systems is used: MATRACS. 
MATRACS is a knowledge-database for registering e.g. failures and availability of all BS.Mrs 
onboard ships . 

MATRACS resembles components both in 'operational missions ' and in HAKOG-II. Most 
important is the database for all BS1\1Is and their availability registration. It appears that 
MATRACS is not filled out consistently, not by the ships nor by the offices ashore. Therefore 
MA TRACS will not be integrated in MEOM. 

To put together all the findings of 'operational mission ' and HAKOG, MCA is introduced. 
MCA uses objectives and criteria which result in alternatives using scores and weights. The user 
then has to choose the best alternative based on the aggregated judgement and sensitivity analysis 
ofTOPSYS. 
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TOPSYS forms the building blocks oflv1EOM. The input of vital and conditional systems of 
HAKOG is linked to the mission conditions resulting in alternatives in maintenance concept as 
shown in the figure below. 

It is the objective of MEOM to advice in the frequency of maintenance of every vital and 
conditional system on board. Given the maintenance concept TD, CD or RTF, the criteria are the 
availability and reliability of the systems and equipment under the prevailing mission conditions. 
MEOM then results in 3 alternatives: the frequency in maintenance can either be higher, equal or 
lower than the original maintenance concept. 

OPERATIONAL MISSION (M) 

~ 
DEFENCE TASKS (DT) 

~ 
MISSION PROFILES (P) 

~ 
MISSION ELEMENTS (ME) 

-~ 
SYSTEMS (BSM!s) 

MISSION CONDITIONS (C) 

~ 
AV /\.ILABILITY I RELIABILITY 

ALTERNATIVE MAINTENANCE 

! 

IlAKOG 

TOP SYS 

! 

Relative impo1tance by Ministry of Defence 

Relative importance by experts 
cf. HAKOG 'tasks and skills' 

Weights by experts 
(until MA TRACS implemented) 

Scores by experts 

At this stage MEOM is a conceptual design. It needs expert opinions for the weights and scores 
and it needs the software for TOPSYS for the last two phases of .MEOM for aggregating the 
information and investigating the sensitivity. 
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Samenvatting 
De dreiging in de wereld is veranderd: eenheden en personeel krijgen andere missies opgedragen 
dan zij voorheen gewend waren. Zowel de missies als de locaties zijn veranderd: eenheden 
kunnen overal ter wereld worden ingezet. Deze veranderingen vereisen een dynamisch 
onderhoudsconcept, waarin rekening wordt gehouden met zowel de missie als de heersende 
omstandigheden. 
Daarom zal het afstudeeronderzoek zich richten op het verminderen van de 'downtime' door de 
belasting van een militair systeem te voorspellen op basis van de missie die een eenheid moet 
uitvoeren. 

In een orienteringsstudie is de watermaker van Hr. Ms. Witte de With met behulp van FMECA 
onder de loep genomen . Er is aangetoond <lat de kritieke factoren inderdaad afuankelijk zijn van 
omgevingsomstandigheden als zeewatertemperatuur en vervuiling. Dit vormt de basis voor 
MEOM. 

Systemen zijn op een eenheid geplaatste hardware die bijdragen aan de uitvoering van een 
willekeurige missie. Zij zijn op te splitsen in 'vitale systemen' die van essentieel belang zijn voor 
de uitvoer van een operationele missie, en in 'voorwaardelijke systemen' die altijd, ongeacht de 
missie, moeten werken. MEOM bepaalt het effect van de omgevingscondities ( omgeving, duur, 
klimaat en lokaal seizoen) op zowel de vitale als voorwaardelijke systemen. 

De KM maakt gebruik van een hulpmiddel om de geoefendheid en personele en materiele 
gereedheid van eenheden te rapporteren: HAKOG-Il 
De structuur van de materiele gereedheid vertoont overeenkomsten met de componenten binnen 
'operationele missies' : de hoofdtaak 'ship and crew survivability' is te vergelijken met 
voorwaardelijke systemen, 'operational tasks' met de vitale systemen en ' mission capabilities' 
met defensie taken. 
Gebaseerd op de operationele missie die een eenheid is opgedragen, heeft MEOM tot doel te 
adviseren in een onderhoudsconcept van zowel alle vitale als alle voorwaardelijke systemen aan 
boord. De relatie tussen de vitale en voorwaardelijke BSMis binnen MEOM komt overeen met de 
BSMis binnen de materiele gereedheid van HAKOG-II. 

De KM gebruikt nog een hulpmiddel om de materiele status van systemen te rapporteren: 
MA TRACS. Dat is een kennisdatabase voor o.a. de registratie van opgetreden fouten en de 
beschikbaarheid van alle BSMis aan boord van schepen. 

MATRACS vertoont overeenkomsten met onderdelen van zowel 'operationele missies' als van 
HAKOG-II. De database voor alle BSMis en de beschikbaarheidregistratie zijn bet meest 
belangrijk. Het is gebleken <lat MATRACS niet nauwkeurig wordt bijgehouden, noch door de 
schepen noch door de walinstanties. Om die reden zal MATRACS ook niet worden gei:ntegreerd 
inMEOM. 
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Om de resultaten van 'operationele missies ' en HAKOG te combineren wordt MCA 
ge!ntroduceerd. Aan de hand van een doelstelling en van criteria komt MCA door middel van 
toegewezen gewichten tot altematieven. Het is aan de gebruiker om het beste altematief te kiezen 
gebaseerd op de berekeningen en gevoeligheidsanalyse van TOPSYS. 
TOPSYS vormt de bouwstenen van MEOM. Zoals u kunt zien in onderstaande figuur is de invoer 
van vitale en voorwaardelijke systemen verbonden met omgevingscondities, wat resulteert in 
alternatieven in het onderhoudsconcept. 

Het doe! van MEOM is een advies te geven betreffende de onderhoudsfrequentie van alle vitale 
en voorwaardelijke systemen aan boord. Met een gegeven onderhoudsconcept GAO, TAO of 
SAO bestaan de criteria uit beschikbaarheid en betrouwbaarheid van de systemen onder de 
heersende omgevingsomstandigheden MEOM resulteert dan in 3 alternatieven: de frequentie van 
onderhoud is hoger dan, gelijk aan of lager dan het originele onderhoudsconcept. 

OPERATIONAL MISSION (M) 

DEFENCE TASKS (DT) 

MISSION PROFILES (P) 

~ 
lv!ISSION ELEMENTS (ME) IIAKOG 

~···· · ···· · ·· · · · ··········· · ·· 

SYSTEMS (BSM!s) TOP8"S 

~ 
MISSION CONDITIONS (C) 

~ 
AV AILABILITY I RELIABILITY 

ALTERNATIVE MAINTENANCE 

! 

! 

Relative importance by Ministry of Defence 

Relative impmiance by experts 
cf. HAKOG ' tasks and skills ' 

Weights by expc1is 
(until MA TR ACS implemented) 

Scores by expe1is 

Op dit moment is het MEOM nog conceptueel. Het is noodzakelijk dat experts gewichten 
toekennen aan de criteria en dat de software TOPSYS toegepast kan worden op de laatste 2 fases 
van MEOM, namelijk voor het uitvoeren van de berekeningen en gevoeligheidsanalyse. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 
Since the end of the "Cold War" the objectives within the Royal Netherlands military forces have 
changed drastically. Before 1990 the conflicts were clear and symmetric. Opposites fought with 
similar weapons, methods and rules. That all changed to asymmetric conflicts which needed UN
involvement as e.g. in former Yugoslavia. It was at its lowest ebb with the 9/11 Al Qaeda attack 
on America in 2001 . These developments changed the employment of all forces . 

Nowadays employments can be called 'expeditional actions', characterized by quick reaction, 
large insecurity and therefore large inconceivability. 
In order to be able to react quickly at any kind of threat in 2005 NATO formed the 'NATO 
Response Force' (NRF), a rapid intervention force that has to be ready to act in crisis all over the 
world within 5 days . The NRF combines different units of navy, army and air force from all 
NATO-participants1

. 

As a result the profile of the military forces is dynamic: units have to be able to be flexible and 
multitasked with short reaction time in a large scope of environmental conditions all over the 
world. All of these changes do not only affect the personnel in these units but also the 
equipment: the usage profile has changed and keeps changing continually. 
That changing condition also needs changing maintenance for the equipment. A promotion 
research has been started to be able to react adequately to these changes and to provide a generic 
maintenance concept. This thesis will be a contribution to that promotion research. 

Usage profiles are determined in design which leads to a maintenance concept. Maintenance 
concept and usage together lay down the maintenance demand. At the moment there is no 
connection between the two but the maintenance demand. When either the maintenance concept 
or usage is changed the maintenance demand will change as a result. When both change at the 
same time it is unclear which effects on maintenance demand are caused by usage and which by 
maintenance concept. 
For the changing of the oil in a car it is combined. The oil has to be changed after the first 
criterion is met: either usage of 15.000 km or maintenance concept of 1 year. 
In this example the usage profile of the car in unknown, because it is unknown how intense the 
car is used. There is a big difference in intensity between a few long trips or many short ones. 
And although it is tried to involve usage, the factor of intensity in usage is still unknown. 

This leads to the following hypothesis: 

Although usage has been researched regarding the ejjects of time load and although the 
maintenance concept as such has been developed in new systems, the changing conditions 
and their effects on usage profile need.further research. 

1 Ploos van Amstel , militaire spectator 9-2005 , Winnende Iogistieke netwerken 
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Figure 1 shows the connections between maintenance concept (MC), maintenance demand (MD), 
maintenance capacity (MCAP) and usage. 

MC 

Usage 

Figure 1: MC vs. MD, MCAP and usage 

In stable circumstances the random and unpredicted elements in use are known, which results in a 
more or less stable maintenance demand . With the changing missions and environment of those 
missions the usage is unknown during design phase. 

To be successful, when sent on random missions, it is very important that the equipment is 
sustainable2 by operating according to its function at any given time during that mission. This 
results in a high 'mission sustainability' in which the chance is high that a mission will be 
completed and all goals and targets are achieved. Therefore it is essential that usage is linked to 
the maintenance concept in order to comply with mission sustainability. The arrow in figure 1 
links usage and maintenance concept. By introducing that link a static maintenance concept 
(SMC) will change to a dynamic maintenance concept (DMC), in which a mission and the 
prevailing conditions are taken into account. 

The main goal of this thesis will be to contribute to the development of a model in an all
embracing promotion research to predict the consequences in maintenance concept depending on 
a military mission by defining mission profiles and elements. 

1.2. Research scope 
To provide a clear standardized format for the communication between manufactures, investors, 
users and all other parties involved, the state model, described by H. Richards et al. and shown in 
figure 2, gives an outcome. The duration and the frequency of the six basic states can be 
measured3

. All basic states together, including their sub-states, enclose the total lifetime. 

2 Verburg, A.F. (1 997), Sustainability: een methodiek ter beoordeling van een.functioneel on twerp van een 
toekomstig p la tform 
3 Richards, H . et al. (2002), System control based on a state model specifying, design-in and measuring of the 
availability 
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The six basic states are defined as follows 
• Productive time: a period of time when the system is really performing its intended 

function(s) 
• Standby time: a period of non-operating time (other then the non-scheduled time) when 

the system is in a condition to perform its intended function(s), and can be started 
immediately when required. 

• Engineering time: a period of time when the system is stil l in a condition to perform its 
intended function(s ), but is operated to conduct engineering experiments . 

• Scheduled duwntime: a period of time when the system is not available to perform its 
intended function(s) due to the planned downtime events . 

• Unscheduled downtime: a period of time when the system is not in a condition to perform 
its intended function(s) due to unplanned dovvntime events . 

• Non-scheduled time: a period of time when a system is not scheduled to be utilized for 
production. 

Their interrelationship is outlined in the figure below 

Total Life Time 

Operations Time 

Uptime 

Manufaclming Time 

Product I\ i,; T 11111,; l ~ 11g 1 11 ~·i..: 11 11 g- 1' 11 ni..: 

Dow11time 

chi..:dulcd D O \\ ntim i..: Non-scheduled Li me 

Figure 2: State model, the six basic system states 
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The research for this thesis will focus on reducing the downtime by predicting the stress on a 
military system, based on the mission it is ordered to fulfil. During the research it is an essential 
precondition that systems are used according to their design; only mission and environment wili 
be considered. It must be taken into account that the financial forces and maintenance capacity 
will remain more or less the same. So, this research will contribute to a higher cost-effectiveness , 
which in itself is not a topic in this thesis . 

As an example one can think of a frigate operating in the Arabian Gulf due to ' Operation 
Enduring Freedom' . Patt of this frigate's mission is to inspect shipping in that region to prevent 
terrorist activities. 
During this mission the fr igate's eng ines are used in a different way than under fighting or 
training conditions: closing on a cooperative target ship, the ship that has to be inspected, cruising 
speed can be used . On a non-cooperative target ship the frigate must be ready to go maximum 
speed . If the target ship has to be boarded, the frigate's speed might be reduced in order to launch 
the RHIB (rigid hull inflatable boat) and stay close to the target ship at low speed. 
Besides the factors speed and distance the seawater temperature will be of importance. The 
seawater temperature in the Arabic Gulf is much higher than for instance the temperature of the 
Noith Sea. This is thought to effect the cooling systems on board, which can lead to random 
failures and might result in an overall mission stressor. 
Imagine a model that provides insight in the stress on a ship participating in a mission under 
certain circumstances. The maintenance concept can then be adopted in order to reduce the 
downtime. 

1.3. Problem definition, research objective and research 
questions 

Problem definition 
Currently, an umbrella promotion research for a generic dynamic maintenance concept is in 
progress4 In that research the general tenor is to provide a model based on ' Time directed 
maintenance ' (TD), ' Condition directed maintenance' (CD) and 'Run to failure maintenance ' 
(RTF) 5

, which will be discussed later in chapter 7.2. The model is based on static maintenance 
and the effect of different usage in different environments is not yet taken into account. 
My research will emphasize the effects of frequently changing usage as a result of environmental 
conditions during the lifecycle of a system in order to provide military units and forces with an 
adjustment in the maintenance concept. Therefore, the prob lem definition for this thesis is 

Diminishing the scheduled and unscheduled downtime by improving the maintenance 
concept will reduce the total downtime ofa system. There.fore , it is ofgreat importance to 
have insight in the usage and load of systems during the execution of an operational 
mission. 

4 Coenraadls, E.L et al. (2005) , Van srarisch naardyna111isch onderhoud 
5 Oerlemans, G ( 1999), Thefeasibili ty of reliability ce/lfred 111ai/lfe11ance ivithin the royal Netherlands anny 
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Research objective 
The problem definition stated above leads to the following research objective: 

Contribute to the development ofa model that offers the possibility to advise in a 
maintenance concept based on the operational mission a unit is ordered to do. 

In figure 1 that contribution is visualized by the thick arrow from usage to maintenance concept. 

Research questions 
The research objective defined above includes many aspects that need to be considered. 
Therefore the research objective can be broken down into a main research question: 

What are the requirements in a model with a random operational mission as input and an 
adjustment in maintenance concept as output? 

To answer this main research question and to structure the research it is necessary to define sub 
questions. First it needs to be revealed that the environment does effect the load on systems. 
Thus, the first sub question that needs to be answered is the following: 

1. What effect does the environment have on the load of systems? 

To be able to answer this question information will be collected from users and specialists. The 
information will be gathered onboard the former L-frigate HNLMS Witte de With. The 
maintenance and output of the water maker system will be scrutinized as an orientation case. This 
system converts seawater into drinking water and is of great importance for equipment and crew 
onboard Her Majesty's ships. Question 1 needs to be divided in the following sub questions: 

2. What is the maximum expected output related to environment? 
3. What is the obtained output during the orientation case? 
4. What are the critical factors of the water maker? 

In order to stipulate the critical factors in sub question 4 it is necessary to find out the influence of 
environment and usage. So, sub questions 5 and 6 are : 

5. What are the environmental conditions? 
6. What is the effect of the usage? 

When the questions 1 thru 6 are answered for a single system onboard a single ship that might 
give a first idea about the effect of environment and usage on systems overall. That needs to be 
investigated further and also more in general. Therefore, the questions 7 thru 10 need to be 
worked out. 

7. How can a random operational mission be broken down into mission profiles and 
elements, based on load, duration and environmental influence ? 
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This sub question actually includes three other questions that have to be answered: 

8. How are operational missions built up? 
9. "What kind of tasks can be expected within a mission? 
I 0. "What are the possible environments all over the world a mission can take place in? 

The answers to the questions 8 thru 10 will form the greater part of the answer for the mission 
profiles and will be the main research of this thesis. 

To develop the umbrella promotion research it is important to be able to use the outcome and 
effect of mission profiles and elements in the dynamic maintenance concept. Therefore the 
following sub question needs to be answered: 

11. "What methods and models, already available in literature, could give a 
recommendation in maintenance concept based on the mission ? 

If the answer to this question is a solution other than 'none', the main research question can be 
answered, because then a useful method already does exist in literature. If no existing models and 
methods can be used it is important to find out what methods and models can provide a basis for 
a new model. Literature provides a lot of expertise in the field of maintenance and reliability, all 
with their own strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, it seems logical and important to survey and 
analyse these available methods first. This leads to the following sub question: 

I 2. "What methods and models in literature can serve as a basis for the contribution to a 
new mode/? 

13. What is the connection between the methods or models and DlvfC.? 

When a connection between operational mission and environment with the required DMC is 
found, this will be put together into a computer programme. 

This thesis will not concentrate on the exact gathering of infom1ation and the detailed processing 
of all possible situations in the computer programme. It will solely focus on the connections and 
possibilities. The filling in of all possible missions and a well founded advise in DMC will not be 
within the scope of this thesis, but is a part of the promotion research6

. 

The purpose of the above mentioned sub questions is to provide a grip for the steps that need to 
be taken in this research. They will be visualized in the next figure. Together with the research 
methodology discussed in the next paragraph they will give a framework for the research . 

6 Wubben, J.Ph. C (2006), Projectvoorstel "Towards Usage Driven Maintenance" 
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1.4. Research methodology 
This paragraph will show the outline and method used for the research7

. Together with the 
research questions it will serve as a structure in the research and will lead to the conclusions and 
recommendations as can be seen in figure 4. 
The total research design consists of 3 major steps. The goal of the first step is to build a 
theoretical framework, which will be done in the chapters one to six. Chapter 1 will define the 
research direction and the boundaries of the research area. The next step in the research design is 
an orientation case: the water maker oflll\TLMS Witte de With will be studied to see whether the 
effect of surroundings is taken into account on the daily used maintenance concept. In that phase 
it must become clear that the research is really necessary and not done before. These findings will 
be written down in chapter 2. From chapter 3 onwards the theory will be developed. First, in 
chapter 3, operational missions need to be broken down into mission profiles and elements. Then 
existing methods and models need to be discussed. In chapter 4 HAKOG will be introduced, 
followed by MATRACS, an atomised collection of technical malfunctions concerning all 
SEW ACO- and Platform systems within the RNLN, in chapter 5 and TOPSYS, a multi criteria 
analyses system, in chapter 6. This will finalise the first major step. 
The outcome of chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6 will result in the design of model MEOM (mission effects 
on maintenance) in chapter 7. Then the final step: the evaluation of the findings will lead to 
conclusions and recommendations for further research in chapter 8. 

Chapter 1 
Research direction & boundaries 
of research area 

Develop theo1y 

Chapter 3 
Mission profiles 

Chapter 4 
HAKOG 

I ~I -~-ha_b_~_r_7~~~~~~~ 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions & recommendations 

Figure 4: Outline of research 

Chapter 2 
Orientation case 

Chapter 5 
MAT RA CS 

Chapter 6 
Multi criteria analysis 

7 Verschuren P. et al. ( 1998), H et ontwe1pen van een onderzoek 
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1.5. Summary and conclusion 
Due to the changed threat in the world, the missions for units and personnel are different from 
what they used to be. Different missions in different places all over the world. These changes 
require a dynamic maintenance concept in which a mission and the prevailing conditions are 
taken into account. 

The research for this thesis will focus on reducing the downtime by predicting the stress on a 
military system, depending the mission it is ordered to fulfil, which leads to the following 
research objective. 

Contribute to the development of a model that offers the possibility to advise in a 
maintenance concept based on the operational mission a unit is ordered to do. 

Essential precondition are: 
• Systems are used according to their design, only mission and environment will be taken 

into consideration. 
• Although this research will contribute to a higher cost-effectiveness, the cost-effectiveness 

is not a topic in this thesis. 

In order to achieve the research objective it is broken down into 13 research questions. The 
questions will be answered during this research and this will lead to the conceptual design of 
l\1EOM: mission effects on maintenance. 
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2. Orientation case 

2.1. Introduction & purpose 
The purpose of this chapter is to reveal that the output of systems on board is depending on 
environmental conditions. Therefore as an orientation case the water maker system of HNLMS 
Witte de With has been scrutinized. 

On board HNLMS Witte de With evaporators are used to produce potable water out of salt water. 
One evaporator is able to produce 1,33 ton drinking water per hour which is too little for a 
standard crew of 180 to 190 persons. Therefore a total of two evaporators is placed onboard the 
ship. 
The principle of this system is quite simple. Seawater is pumped into a sealed space. The water 
will be heated in order to be split in drinkable condensed water vapour and a salt residue. 

For this system three factors are of importance: 
• Pollution 
• Seawater temperature 
• Composition and number of crew 

When the pollution of the surrounding sea is too high, the evaporators are shut down. 
Because ofIMO regulations merchants stop producing water when passing the North Sea or 
English Channel. Ships of the Royal Netherlands Navy operate a lot in those waters and the IMO
rules are not always applied to. When the water is even more polluted, like for instance in the 
Black Sea, then navy ships also stop water production. If not, the crew could be poisoned. 

Taking all the seas in the world into account the temperatures of the seawater can vary from -4°C 
in winter at the polar circle up to +33°C in summer in the Red Sea and Persian Gulf. Neither one 
is good for making potable water, which will be explained in this chapter. Fact is that the changes 
on an operation in the Artie are nil, but that the world's biggest hotbeds nowadays are situated in 
the Middle East. 

It is evident that an increase in the size of the crew results in a higher water consumption. But 
also the composition of the crew is of importance. When a crew exists of men and women much 
more water is used than by a crew of the same size consisting of only men. Research has pointed 
out that not the women themselves are responsible for this increase, but that men are more aware 
of hygiene when women are onboard. 

2.2. Principle of the water maker 
The evaporator is a two-staged flash evaporator and is shown in figure 58

. Seawater is pumped 
from the sea into the evaporator by the sea water pump (1 ). The water will be transported through 
a pipe via the condenser (4) to the flash chamber (2). During this transport it is used for cooling 

8 Genitsen, P. et al. ( 1975), Hulp- en bijwerktuigen 
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down and therefore condensate the water vapour. After being used for cooling dow11 the water 
will be heated with steam during the way to the flash chambers. The same steam that, through a 
vacuum ejector (7), is used for creating a vacuum in the flash chambers 
The best conditions to evaporate water are at an atmospheric pressure and at a temperature of 
100°C However, that would be too expensive. Instead, steam is used to create a vacuum in the 
flash chambers to accomplish the evaporation at 71 °C in the first stage and at 30°C in the second 
stage. 
During the evaporation process pure water will rise as water vapour leaving salt and dirt on the 
bottom, which will be drained off by the brine pump (6). 

HO - stoo m 

* 
0 

l = seawater pump 
2= flash chamber 
3= demoisturizer 
4= condenser 

condensoat 
-=-

5= fresh water pump 
6= brine pump 
7= vacuum ejector 

5 

6 

Figure 5: Evaporator onboard HNLMS Witte de With 

When the water vapour rises it passes a demoisturizer (3 ), which stops all water drops that came 
with the vapour. The drops fall down and will be transported to the second stage where the water 
vapour will continue its ascent Arriving at the condenser ( 4) the water vapour will be cooled 
down by new seawater and will fall in a reservoi r as fresh water The fresh water pump (5) will 
then pump the water to the water tanks . Before going to the water tanks the purity of the water is 
registered by electronics If the fresh water exceeds 10 parts per million (ppm) the water contains 
too much salt for drinking water and will be pumped overboard. For producing feeding water the 
limit is even 4 ppm. 

Talking to the specialists onboard HNLMS Witte de With it is made clear that the evaporator is 
an accurate system to regulate, but an easy system to maintain . 
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2.3. Maintenance concept 
On the whole the evaporator is considered to be a black box. Daily and weekly maintenance is 
restricted to the execution of special developed periodical maintenance cards which are more or 
less limited to lubricate the greasing nipples . 
Once every 2000 se1vice hours a more intensive maintenance is carried out Then the system will 
be opened for changing the demoisturizers and the removal of the scale from the flash chambers . 
This includes all the maintenance that is done as long the system is running. 
Usage or entree temperature of the seawater is not taken into account and it is unclear why a 
maintenance cycle of 2000 hours is used. 

The biggest challenge is to adjust the system to the right temperature. There are no fixed settings 
and sometimes it takes up to 6 hours to adjust in such a way that the evaporator produces the right 
number of fresh water. 

Before the start of the sailing period HNLMS Witte de With had to undergo a two year 
maintenance at the 'Royal dockyard '. When the ship left for sea the water it produced was much 
too salt After ' troub le shooting' thorough ly the temperature appeared to be 96°C due to the fact 
that during the maintenance the reducers were put in wrong 
It took 5 to 6 hours to regulate the system, but then all the problems were gone for the remaining 
of the trip . On the contrary: too much water was produced Therefore only one of the two 
evaporators is used 
The next paragraph wil l give insight into the output during the trip 

2.4. Output 
Fo r the execution of the sea acceptance trials (SAT) HNLMS Witte de With was at sea from May 
1st to 12th The ship was in port of Stavanger, Norway , from May 5th to ih 
In port potab le water is delivered by shore provisions The evaporator is not used the non
scheduled time in figure 2. This period wi ll not be shown in the load diagrams 

While sailing, the evaporator is always in use. Even when production is too high and the surplus 
has to be pumped overboard. The main reason for this procedure is purely labour related. If 
sta1ting the system would not take so long, it wou ld be switched of more often, depending on the 
consequences for costs and lifespan 

This trip the crew existed of 103 crewmembers (89 men, 14 woman) and 48 guests : a small crew. 
Beforehand less water use than normal was expected because of the small crew and the fact that 
the laundry service was restricted due to the length of the trip, but still the expectation was too 
high . A lot of water had to be pumped ove rboard 

All meters, indicators and sensors are monitored continuously by technical specialists on duty 
Every duty lasts for four hours and ends with a written report : the journal In thi s journal the 
status of all systems is written down, inc luding the specialties of the drinking- and feeding water. 
The data includes the levels in the different water supply tanks , the number of water consumed 
and the number of water produced. Al l data put together results in the following load diagrams 
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Studying these diagrams leads to the following: 
• Every morning during the 04:00-08:00 duty there is a high in fresh water consumption, 

which can be explained by the morning routine consisting of waking up, showering and 
cleaning the ship; 

• Every night during the 20:00-24:00 duty there is a high in fresh water consumption which 
can be explained by the evening routine consisting of showering before going to bed; 

• Every night during the 00:00-04:00 duty there is a low in fresh water consumption due to 
the fact that most of the crew is sleeping; 

• After exercises that include the greater part of the crew, like fire fighting exercises, fresh 
water consumption is high (May 2nd 16:00 - 24:00); 

• Before port visit (Stavanger & Den Helder) there is a high in fresh water consumption; 
• May gth, 9th and 1 oth the high in fresh water consumption from the morning routine is 

extended until late afternoon which can be explained by the serving hours of the laundry; 
• Fresh water is produced more or less continuously; 
• Feeding water is produced with large intervals after continuous consumption. The interval 

seems to be random and is depending on the number of consumption. This can be 
explained in the fact that feeding water has 4 ppm with regard to fresh water 10 ppm. 
Either feeding water is produced or fresh water; 

• A high in production of feeding water always goes together with a low in production of 
fresh water (same reason). 

What these diagrams do not show is the number of brine water and rejected water. The data show 
a gap between the total water in the supply tanks, the consumption and the production. 

Total water suppZv, 1 + total production,] - total consumption. I f. Total water supp/y,2 

This gap is the total of rejected and brine water, which are not collected for the j oumal. 

Although not shown in diagrams, the level of production is also compared to the seawater 
temperature. The influence of the seawater temperature can not be demonstrated with these 
production data. According to the users the temperature does influence the production. Whenever 
the production is off balance due to a change in seawater temperature it will be restored by 
regulating the system, a process that is not written down and that requires a lot of experience. 
Airtemperature does not immediately affect the water production. 

That seawater temperature is one of the critical factors of the system will be shown by using 
Frv1ECA. 

2.5. FMEA & FMECA 
A single vehicle can fail for dozens of reasons . All ships and vehicles within 'The Royal 
Netherlands Navy (RNLN)' can fail for hundreds ofreasons and for all vehicles in 'The Royal 
Netherlands Military' the number can run into the thousands . 
To be able to accomplish a mission it is of great importance to know what parts need the most 
maintenance and what parts don ' t need any at all, to know what can be done to avoid failure 
modes or what needs to be done when they occur. 
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Due to present complexity traditional techniques are not adequate anymore. Therefore additional 
methodologies are used. One of these is the Failure Modes & Effects Analysis (FMEA)9. With 
FMEA a group of experts will identify each failure mode and consider what happens when it 
occurs, assess its consequences and decide what (if anything) should be done to anticipate, 
prevent, detect or correct it. 

FMEAs can be implemented for products as well as for processes. The thought pattern is 
illustrated with figure 6. 

1

4. Failure ~-------•16. Actions ~ I 

probability 'A I-' 

i • 

3. Failure 
mode 

i 
1. Object 2. Failure . 5. Failure 

-.. 
effect or process s 

Figure 6: Thought pattern FMECA 

First all the thinkable functional failures (2) of the object or process need to be gathered. This 
can be done by asking questions like "what if the process can not be done?" or "what if the 
process can be done to less extend?". Then all the causes of those failures have to be summed up 
as failure modes (3). The next step is to write out the effects of the failures (5) and to investigate 
the actions that need to be taken to prevent or detect a failure (6). 

The outcome of the actions can lead to for instance an assessment of prevailing safety regulations 
or to a quantitative risk estimation, the so called "criticality analysis" . Then the FMEA extends to 
FMECA: Failure Modes, Effects & Criticality Analysis. 
In FMECA the failures and their causes will be correlated and arranged to seriousness, which will 
lead to a relative hierarchy expressed in the criticality factor (Cr). 

Cr = S* A. *[3 

\Vith variables: 
• S = seriousness of failure effect (5) 
• A. = failure probability (4) 
• [3 =probability to detect failure (6) 
• Cr = criticality factor 

Once the failure modes are arranged in the criticality factor, it gives insight what parts of a 
product or process need extra attention This analysis will be used further on in this thesis. The 

9 Moubray, J. (2004), R eliab ility centred Maintenance 
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variables S, 'A and ~ are not probabilities as in mathematical application, but are relative values as 
is written down in annex A. 

2.6. Critical factors 
In order to point out the critical factors within the evaporator FMECA is used. This FMECA is 
restricted to the bigger parts of the evaporator. It is recognized that each part on its own can 
undergo a FI\1ECA as well as the whole ship. However, the goal of this analysis is to demonstrate 
the critical factors for the water making process instead of pointing out what bolts or complete 
systems need to be replaced. 
In table 1 the failure modes are running down in criticality factor to Cr=90. The detailed analysis 
is written down in annex B. Multiple ' cause and effect'- chains have not been discovered . 
The highest criticality factors (1 and 2) are caused when the flash chambers need to be opened 
and the demoisturizers have to be changed. It is a very time-consuming job to open these parts 
and therefore when an indicator detects too much salt or too little vacuum first the other possible 
causes are checked. When those actions do not lead to a proper solution the inside of the 
evaporator finally will be checked. In the end these failure modes will always be detected and 
solved, so in future they will be prevented. This is not self-evident when it concerns the 
environment the ship is sailing in. 

Failure mode Failure effect Cr 
1 Mattress chocked up Filling up flash chamber 320 
2 Worn out I holes in mattress Water drops with higher salinity in fresh water 280 
3 Sail through muddy water Excessive wear of seawater pump 224 
4 Malfunction fresh water pump Dismption process 200 
5 Sail through oil stain Blockage in condenser 192 
6 Sail through muddy water Excessive wear of seawater pump 192 
7 Seawater temperature too high Too little production 180 
8 Lack of steam flow to ejector No preheating seawater 175 
9 Malfunction seawater pump Fresh water too salt and therefore no drinking 175 

water 
10 Leak in condenser pip Salt water direct in fresh water 168 
11 Intake filter blocked by plastic etc. Overheating seawater pump 144 
12 Malfunction brine pump Fresh water too salt 140 
13 Lack of steam flow to ejectors No vacuum in flash chambers and therefore 140 

disruption process 
14 Sail through muddy water Disruption process and therefore capacity loss 128 
15 Malfunction brine pump Seawater pump will break down 120 
16 Disruption process in flash chamber Less fresh water production 112 
17 Valves to water tanks closed Overheating brine pump 108 
18 Valves to water tanks closed Overheating fresh water pump 108 
19 Malfunction seawater pump No water to flash chamber 100 
20 Disrupted process in flash chamber Fresh water too salt 98 
21 Seawater temperature too high Temperature difference between water vapour 90 

and seawater in condenser too little 

Table 1: Critical factors evaporator HNLMS Witte de With 2'. 90 
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When a ship sails in polluted water, because of oil or mud (3, 5, 6, 11 and 14), the pollution can 
cause blockages or excessive wear out of pumps. Like the first these failure modes can also be 
detected and solved. But, prevention is not always possible. Sometimes the ship has to sail 
through a polluted area in order to fulfil her mission. When the bridge detects an oil stain the 
officer of the watch could warn in order to shut down the intake of water. However, these 
circumstances cannot always be discovered. Think of for instance fog or night. 

Even worse is too high a temperature of seawater (7, 21). This can easily be detected with 
temperature meters, but very little can be done to prevent or solve this . As a result there will be 
too little fresh water production and very often the ship has to dock to bunker. The ship will have 
a restricted radius of action and will not be able to fulfil any longer mission. 

All the other failure modes do have a high criticality factor and can cause a lot of downtime, but 
they are always related to solvable causes. 

I have approached the 'Royal Dockyard' in order to check the outcome ofFMECA and in order 
to add more quantitative data. Unfortunately, the 'Royal Dockyard' was not able to give any 
information I needed. In spite of several attempts none of the specialists (or database) could be of 
help. The specialists, however, did try to find information in many ways . But it seemed that over 
the years no information has been gathered in a structured way. 

2.7. Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter the water maker of HNLMS \Vitte de With is scrutinized regarding the influence 
of environmental conditions. With the help of FMECA it has been demonstrated that critical 
factors indeed are depending on environmental circumstances, like seawater temperature or 
pollution. Unfortunately, due to lack ofregistration the 'Royal Dockyard ' could not confirm these 
results with a database or specialists. 

Based on the results ofFMECA the design ofMEOM is necessary. In order to prevent failures 
during operational missions MEOM needs to come to an adjustment in the maintenance concept. 
Chapter 3 will give an outline of possible missions and how they influence maintenance concept. 

- ------ - -------------------- -----
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3. Missions 

3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter I will lay the foundations for MEOM. Ships can be ordered to do a wide range of 
tasks all over the world. Because of the variety of tasks and the variety of the environment it is of 
great importance to define these components within the scope of this thesis. In the field of 
environmental conditions little was known about breaking down operational missions into factors 
that might affect the mission sustainability of a unit. I started by using an example to define the 
various components within an operational mission. 

As an example one can think of the frigate that is permanently stationed in the Caribbean, the so 
called "West ship" . About every six months another frigate with a similar mission will relief its 
predecessor. 

3.2. From mission to condition 
The "West ship" will see to the military presence in the Caribbean for a period of six months . Her 
main assignment is to defend the territory of the Kingdom of the Netherlands10

. In addition it has 
to: 

• promote the international legal system; 
• provide military assistance to maintain international security and public peace; 
• assist in disasters and accidents; 
• assist the Coastguard of the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba (CGNA&A). 

These and other tasks have been covered in the "Nederlandse Defensie Doctrine" (NDD) 11 in 
defence tasks 1 thru 3 5 as outlined in annex C. The defence tasks (DT) for the "West ship" are 
respectively DT27, DT16, DT33 and again DT27. 

This will lead to the following definitions: 
A mission is a compilation of defence t.a.sh a person or unit has been ordered to fuljil in a gi.ven 
area for a bounded period of time. 
A mission area is an ordered location or area in which a person or unit has tofu(fil the mission. 
A unit is a platform with sensors, weapons and command systems that may con.tribute to fulfil a 
mission independent!y'2

. 

The defence tasks are very general and consisting of more operational components. According to 
DT27 the "West ship" has to assist the Coastguard of the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba. 
The task of CGNA&A is : "Maritime law enforcement and maritime service within the area of 
responsibility of CGNA&A". 

10 CZSK (2005), Leidraad Maritiem Optreden 
11 CDS (2005), Nederlandse Defensie Doctrine 
12 Brink, van den, M. et al. (2003 ), I-let opzetten van functionele decomposities bi.imen de Koni.illdijke Mari.i1e (FEL-
03-Al 68) 
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Law enforcement can be broken down into the following profiles: 
• general maritime police tasks (import, export or transit of drugs, weapons or illegal 

immigrants); 
• monitoring borders; 
• customs; 
• monitoring illegal fishery or environmental pollution; 
• monitoring shipping including traffic and equipment. 

Maritime service consists of: 
• search and rescue (SAR); 
• disaster relief; 
• monitoring distress and safety messages; 
• continuous manning of RCC (rescue and coordination centre). 

The "West ship" is equipped to execute these tasks and can do so at the same time. It patrols 
within the territorial waters (TTW) and looks out for drug smugglers, for fishermen and 
commercial shipping as well as for people in need. These profiles form the mission profile. 

In the seminar "Asset Management Control"13 a mission profile is described as: a time-phased 
description of the events and environment an item experiences from initiation to completion of a 
specified mission. It identifies tasks, events, duration, operating conditions and environments for 
each phase of the mission. 

Taking all the above into account will lead to the following: 

A mission profile is a repealing operational component, a subtask or an event within the mission 
ofa person or unit, which can be executed simultaneously or separately with another component. 

In order to be able to execute general maritime police tasks as counter drugs operations the ship 
can use different ways. First it needs to track down the offender. Therefore it needs vital 
operational systems as radars, communications and propulsion. 
After the smuggler has been tracked down the frigate can continue the action by pursuing or 
shadowing. In both cases systems as radars and propulsion are still of vital importance for the 
success of the operation. 
The action finishes either with the arrest of the offender or the frigate is ordered to standby to 
collect more information. At an arrest the frigate needs to have propulsion, rhib and weapons at 
its disposal while 'communications' is enough for passing on information during standby. 

13 NATO, sheets AMC (2005), college 6 
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In this thesis these possibilities will be referred to as mission elements: 

A mission element is an activity that is used in the execution ofa single mission profile. 
A system is hardware placed onboard a unit that supports in the execution of any mission. 
A vital system is a operational system that is essential to fulfil a mission element. 
A conditional system is a system that has to operate independently of the mission. 

It needs to be emphasized that the vital system is essential from an operational point of view, 
essential e.g. for manoeuvring, navigation, communication or intelligence. Other systems, 
conditional systems, like the water maker are supporting systems; they always have to operate 
and are dependent merely on the conditions the frigate is operating under, not on the mission 
element. 

The connections between the elements in the operational mission of the "West ship" are shown in 
figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Connections between the elements in the operational mission 
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3.3. Mission conditions 

3.3.1. Introduction 
In chapter 2 it was shown that the working of the water maker is depending on factors like the 
temperature and the compilation of the seawater. These conditions are connected with the 
location the ship is operating in as well as the duration of the operation. 

The objective of this thesis is to give a contribution in the research towards usage driven 
maintenance by defining the effect of the environmental conditions on the maintenance concept 
of a unit (dynamic maintenance). 
A ship sailing in a muddy, coastal environment in the North Sea needs maintenance different 
from a ship sailing in crystal clear and open water in the Caribbean. There is a difference in 
environment as well as in climate. 
Dutch navy ships are designed to operate in Northern European waters; therefore ships under this 
condition will use the original maintenance concept. A collection of conditions ships might have 
to operate under will be defined in this paragraph. The influence on maintenance concept will be 
discussed further on. 

3.3.2. Environment and duration 
In the orientation case the quality of the surrounding water is of influence on the number of 
produced fresh water. Mud or environmental pollution will diminish production but if the 
duration the ship is sailing under these environmental conditions is too long it can even stop de 
production. 

Not only is the water maker influenced by the environment and duration. Ships sailing in salt 
water will need more maintenance than ships sailing in fresh water, ships sailing in salt water for 
1 month need more maintenance than ships sailing in salt water for 1 day. 
The spray of water will set on equipment placed on deck. The saltier (or thicker) that spray is the 
more often the equipment or systems need to be cleaned to prevent decrease of output or 
corros10n. 
The environmental conditions and duration have been listed in table 2. 

Environment (E) Duration (D) 
El Coastal water Dl < 1 hour 
E2 Open ocean D2 1-6 hours 
E3 Inland water D3 6- 24 hours 
E4 Salt water D4 1 - 7 days 
ES Fresh water D5 1 -4 weeks 
E6 Brackish water D6 1 - 6 months 
E7 Muddy water D7 6- 12 months 
E8 Polluted water D8 > 12 months 

Table 2: Environmental conditions and duration 
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The environmental conditions do not necessary exclude each other, but can be used next to each 
other. A ship going at berth in Amsterdam will sail in inland, brackish water, which can be 
polluted by industry. The 'West ship' moored in Willemstad, Curacao, will be in inland, salt and 
muddy water. 

3.3.3. Climate and local season 
The world is divided into regions sharing similar climatic attributes, such as temperature and 
length of the solar day (sunlight) and latitudinal distance from the equator. Climate is also a much 
more localized phenomenon affected by the presence of significant geographically affective 
features such as local hills or mountain ranges, large lakes, broad plains, forests or the lack there 
of, and seas or oceans, etc. All these conditions may influence the working of systems on board 
ships all over the world . 

The climate is commonly considered to be the weather averaged over a long period ohime, 
namely 30 years. The concept of climate also includes the statistics of the weather, such as the 
degree of day-to-day or year-to-year variation expected. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) glossary definition is: 

Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the "average weather", or more rigorously, as 
the statistical description in terms of the mean and variability of relevant quantities over a period 
of time ranging.from months to thousands or millions of years. The classical period is 30 years, 
as de.fined by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). 17wse quantities are most often 
swjace variables such as temperature, precipitation, and wind. Climate in a wider sense is the 
state, including a statistical description, of the climate system. 

The missionarea of a ship can range in latitude from tropical (hot, no real seasons based on 
temperature) to mid-latitude (moderate; conventional winter-spring-summer-autumn seasons) to 
polar (cold; strong seasonality; long winters). It may also range between continental (high 
contrast between summer and winter) and maritime (ocean influence moderates temperature 
extremes, but generally contributes extra moisture to local weather patterns). 
In order to define the load on systems due to the climate they operate in the Koppen climate 
classification will be used. 

Koppen climate classification scheme divides the climates into five main groups and several 
types and subtypes. Each particular climate type is represented by a 2 letter symbol: 

• Group A: Tropical/Mega thermal climates are characterized by constant high temperature 
(at sea level and low elevations), all twelve months of the year have average temperatures 
of 18 °C or higher. 

• Group B: D1y climates are characterized by the fact that precipitation is too little for trees 
to grow. 

• Group C: Temperate/mesothermal climates have an average temperature above 10 °C in 
their warmest months , and a coldest month average between -3 °C and 18 °C. 

• Group D: Continental/microthermal climates have an average temperature above 10 °C in 
their warmest months, and a coldest month average below -3 °C. 
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• Group E: Polar climates are characterized by average temperatures below l 0 °C in all 
twelve months of the year. 

At the A-, C- and D-climates an extra (small) letter is added to indicate a possible dry period. 
The letters stands for dry summer, w for dry winter, f for no dry period and m for monsoon 
climate (only at A-climates). 

At the B-climates an extra capital is added which results in BS or BW for respectively steppe 
climate or desert climate. 

At the E-climates also an extra capital is added. ET for tundra climate and EF for ice cap c limate. 

The classification all over the world is shown in figure 8. It g ives an outline of the missionareas 
and the climate conditions it has to operate under. 
The, for the navy, most important climate conditions are outlined in tab le 3 

Climate condition (K) 
Kl Tropical (A) 
K2 Monsoon (Am) 
K3 Dry (B) 
K4 Dry-dessert (B W) 
KS Dry-steppe (DS) 
K6 Temperate (C) 
K t Mediterranean (Cs) 
K8 Sea (Cf) 
K9 Continental (D) 
KIO Po lar (E) 

Table 3: Climate conditions 
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Figure 8: Koppen class ification applied on world 14 

No Dry 
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The most actual mission area's and their climate used by Dutch navy sh ips at this moment are 
listed in table 4 . 

Mission area Climate classification 
Dutch coast Cf 
Mediterranean Cs 
Caribbean BS 
Arabian Gulf BW 
Scandinavia Cf 

Table 4: Present mission area's and their climate classification 

So the ship going at berth in Amsterdam will sa il in Cf-climate and the ' West ship ' moored in 
\Villemstad, Curacao wil l be in BS-climate. 

1
'
1 www gcolinks.nl/klirnaat.htm 
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Although the Koppen climate classification gives the prevailing conditions over the last 30 years, 
it misses a last condition element, the local season. In a temperate C-climate the differences 
between the months January and July are much bigger than for instance in a tropical A-climate. 
Therefore the season the frigate has to operate in, will be taken into account. That season depends 
on the geographical position. 
In the Northern hemisphere summer is defined as beginning around June 21 and ending around 
September 21 . In the Southern Hemisphere, summer begins around December 21 and ends 
around March 21. In a C-climate there are four seasons : summer, autumn, winter and spring. 
In tropical A-climates there are only two seasons: the dry and the wet season. 

Table 5 shows the local seasons that have to be distinguished. 

Local season (L) 
Ll Summer 
L2 Autumn 
L3 Winter 
L4 Spring 
LS Dry 
L6 Wet 

Table 5: Local seasons 

For this thesis the climate conditions at sea are considered the same as the climate conditions in 
the closest adjacent country. This, because nowadays frigates act closer to land: the playground 
has shifted from ' blue water' to 'brown water ' . 

It is now shown that the condition a unit may operate under is built of the four factors 
environment, duration, climate and local season. The connection with all elements and an 
operational mission are shown in figure 9. 
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3.4. Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter the foundations for MEOM were laid down. The structure and definitions of 
operational missions have been stated; from operational mission to mission profile, mission 
element into vital and conditional system. 
MEOM will stipulate the effect of the mission condition (environment, duration, climate and 
locale season) to both the vital and conditional systems. Here the climate condition at sea is 
considered the same as the climate condition in the closest adjacent country. 

To stipulate the effect on the systems, one needs insight in every single system. Therefore 
HAKOG will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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4. HAKOG 

4.1. Introduction 
As shown in the previous chapter, systems onboard ships can be divided into vital systems and 
conditional systems, depending on their task and contribution to the fulfilment of an operational 
mission. The output of a system depends amongst other things on the mission conditions. 

In the Royal Netherlands Navy (RNLN) at the end of every month an overall status report of a 
unit is made using the "HAKOG". The purpose of this report is to decide whether the Navy, as a 
whole and per unit, has reached her objectives. Thus justifying the operational readiness to higher 
command levels and the Ministry of Defence. 
It needs to be emphasized that in HAKOG the results are not meant to assess the level of a unit 
for the next period, but that it solely shows the results of the previous period. 
In this chapter I will discuss HAKOG with the emphasis on systems, both vital and conditional. 

4.2. Operational readiness 
In order to fulfil the strategic mission of the Navy every unit has to be able to accomplish its 
operational mission, existing of the above mentioned defence tasks. Therefore a unit has to be 
operational ready. The operational readiness of a unit is measured by means of the HAKOG: "de 
Handleiding voor het K wantificeren van de Operationele Gereedheid", which stands for "Manual 
to Quantify the Operational Readiness". 

The operational readiness (OG: operationele gereedheid) per unit contains three elements, which 
will be explained in the following paragraphs : 

• Personnel readiness (PG: personele gereedheid); 
• Level of training (GO: geoefendheid); 
• Material readiness (MG: materiele gereedheid). 

The OG used to be expressed in a percentage. The percentage was 100%, when all three elements 
were 100%. In practice that would never be the case, which did not mean that units were never 
able to fulfil their missions . Even with a percentage OG as low as 70% a unit would still be able 
to fulfil a mission. 

Because of the fact that the outcome of OG was a single overall percentage, consisting of PG, GO 
and MG, at the end of a month, the government often felt mislead. A ship was able to score a 
70% OG due to e.g. a high MG and GO, even after many crew changes. Should the government 
decide to send a ship on a mission, because the OG was reported 70% or more, she could appear 
not to be ready because of crew shortage in the present period. 
The Ministry needed a better tool to have a realistic insight in the operational readiness of units at 
any given moment. A project group was established to improve the report method within the 
navy. The improved method will probably be finished and introduced in Febrnary 2007 : 
HAKOG-II 
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In HAKOG-II operational readiness is no longer calculated as one percentage. The three elements 
personnel readiness, training level and material readiness are given as individual percentages . 
The report will still be sent after a month, but a daily snapshot is possible. Higher levels of 
command and the Government will be able to have insight in the operational readiness of a unit 
every day. 

4.3. Personnel readiness 
A requirement to obtain a high operational readiness is a high personnel readiness. The definition 
f I d

. . 15 
o personne rea mess is : 

Personnel readiness (PG) is the availability of sufficient qualified personnel to fulfil the unit's 
mission. 

This definition underlines two important aspects: 
• The unit must be manned with enough crew; 
• The crew must be qualified enough. 

The basis of PG is the crew list, which states the required number of personnel for every function 
onboard. At the same time it stipulates for each crewmember the required quality, experience and 
training. In the new method of HAKOG-II the PG is calculated daily with a total result at the end 
of the period. 

The PG is calculated as follows : 

PG(crewnumber) = quantity* quality 

with 

. {O crewnumbernot filled 
quantity = 

1 crewnumberfilled 

. {[0,1) when preparatory training insufficient 
qualzty = 

1 when preparatory training sufficient 

(4.1) 

In HAKOG-II an extra distinction is added to HAKOG-1: the 'no-go'-group. The presence of 
some crewmembers is critical for the execution of a task or mission. Some tasks cannot be 
accomplished without these crewmembers or without a specific number of crewmembers. These 
crewmembers are the 'no-go'-group. The commanding officer is an example. 

The PG of a 'no-go' -group of y crewmembers, from which at least x crewmembers are essential 
can be calculated in two ways. 

15 Brink, van den, M et al (2003 ), Richtlijnen voor de aanpassing van HAKOG (FEL-03-Al 69) 
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For x=y (everybody in the group is essential): 

with 
PGi 
L 

the PG of a crewnumber 
the number of crewnumbers 

For x ::; y (part of the group is essential) the next formula is used: 

min( y ,f,Pa;) 
100%· 1=1 ifyormorepresent(zorless) 

y 
z 

y-"L,PG; 
PG

11
g 2 = 100%*(100 - w) · i=l ifxormorepresent(lessthany) 

y-x 

with 
z 

z 

"L,PG; 
w%·-;=_1 __ if less than x present, with value 

x 
0% if less than x present, no value 

the number of crewmembers y crewmembers can be chosen of 
the number of crewmembers belonging to the 'no-go' -group 
the number of crewmembers minimal necessary for the 'no-go' -group 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

y 
x 
w the personnel readiness in percentage from the 'no-go'-group when x crewnumbers 

present 
the PG of a crewnumber 

This formula results in the PG of a group of crewmembers, the 'no-go' -group. 
The PG of a task or skill and in the long run of the unit, depends on the PG's of the 'no-go' -
groups . This is calculated by taking the geometric average of the PG of the 'no-go' -groups. 
Possible ways to aggregate are shown in Annex D. 

4.4. Level of training 
A high level of training (GO) is essential for a high operational readiness. The execution of 
exercises is a combination of personnel and the use of material. Exercises are developed to train 
procedures, cooperation between personnel and cooperation between personnel and equipment. 
Hereby personal or individual skills are not taken into account. That is done in the qualitative part 
of personnel readiness. Exercises are concentrated on mission profiles and mission elements. 
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In this element there is hardly any difference in HAKOG-I and -II. Measurements are done by 
calculating the number or duration of successful exercises. 
For every type of unit a standard package of exercises is put together in VIS KA II, depending on 
their main operational task or mission profile: the 'norm oefenpakket'. 

By training a certain exercise for about 2 hours a unit 'earns' e.g. 2% GO. To what extend an 
exercise contributes to GO depends on the frequency and the percentage of the exercise. These 
requirements have been stipulated in the 'norm oefenpakket' . When the unit is able to do all 
prescribed exercises in the measuring period, the total GO will be 100%. When put into practice 
units are very seldom able to accomplish that score. Even though the score of an exercise counts 
for three or sometimes more periods . 

4.5. Material readiness 
A demand for a high operational readiness is a high material readiness. The definition of material 
readiness is: 

Material readiness (MG) is to be in possession of sufficient and operating material, to fulfil the 
unit's ordered mission. 

This definition underlines two important aspects: 
• The material of a unit must operate in accordance with its (design-)specifications; 
• The material of a unit must contribute to the positive execution of the defence tasks. 

The MG will be stipulated per task. A material list states all material necessary for the execution 
of a task. When all the material on the material list is present and operating, MG of a unit is 
100%. If no material operates, MG of the unit is 0%. The previous periods are not taken into 
account. Material taken off the ship for maintenance also results in MG of 0%. 

The MG of a specific task is depending on the individual (or groups of) material components, 
which contribute to the execution of the task These components are called BSMis (Basic 
Standard Material Index). 

Once a day, at 08:00 BT, the availability of all BSMis is checked during the 'Daily operating 
system test' (DSOT). With these results the material list is updated. 
In HAKOG-I material is registered as available when operating during the DSOT. It may happen 
that a BSMI was not available during a long period, but was operating during the DSOT. This 
BSMI was noted as available for that day. 
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For instance a radar: 
00:00 - 06:00 radar defect 
06:01 - 11 :15 radar operating 
11: 16 - 24 :00 radar defect 

This radar was registered as available for that day, because it was operating at 08:00 during the 
DSOT. On the other hand a system could be available for a longer period with a short 
malfunction during DSOT: this system was noted as unavailable for that day. 
This method was thought to be safe due to the large number of measurements during a period. 

In HAKOG-II a BSMI is still either working or not (1 or 0) on a specific day, but not as rigid as 
before. If for instance a BSMI is in simple maintenance during DSOT and the maintenance will 
be a short one, the BSMI is noted as operating for the rest of the day. Then MG of that BSMI will 
not be 0, but 1. The length of this allowed period is not yet defined . 

{
1 when BSMI operates properly 

MG(BSMI) = 
0 whenBSMI does not operate properly 

(4.4) 

Like in PG crewmembers can belong to a 'no-go'-group, BSMis can belong to 'no-go'-groups, 
too. Here, a 'no-go' -group is a list of BS1\11s that are essential for the execution of a task. 
Given a group of a BSMis, of which bare essential MG is calculated in formula 4.5 as follows: 

MG= Y ~[ 1- (1-w) · y~ x r . p(y-i,y, {"'1G1 , ••. ,MGY}) 

with 

j=I 

( 

P(b ,a, {MG,, ... ,MGJ) = P(b-1,a-l, {MG1 , ..• ,MG
0

_ 1 })* MG
0 

+P(b,a -1, {MG1 , • .. ,MG
0

_ 1 })* (1-MGJ 

P(O,a,{MG1 , . . . ,MG
0

})= IT(l-MG1 ) 

J=I 

P(b,a, {MG1, ... ,MGa}) is the probability that precisely b BSMis of the total set of a BSMis are 

operating. All a subsystems belong to the 'no-go' -group and b :Sa. 

Example: 
Let's say b= 1 and a= 2. The probability that precisely 1 of the 2 systems is operating is the sum 
of: 

• probability that the first system does not operate * probability that the second system does 
operate 

• probability that the first system does operate * probability that the second system does not 
operate 
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This can be continued step by step. The probability that 2 out of 3 systems operate uses the 
probability of 1 out of 2 systems (th.e third system has to operate) and of the probability that 2 out 
of 2 systems operate (the third system does not necessarily have to operate). This can be repeated 
again and again for a larger set of systems . 

For x=y (all BSI\1Is have to operate) the geometric average of the MGs of the BSI\1Is is used: 

JvlG = ;jP(y,y, {i\1101 ,. .. ,MGY}) = y ITPvIGY (4.6) 
i - 1 

Again, the MG of a task or skill and in the long run of the unit is depending on the MGs of the 
'no-go' -groups. This is calculated by taking the geometric average of the MG of the 'no-go' -
groups. 

To calculate the MG of the period the arithmetical average of the daily results is used. 
1 N 

MG(period)=-°'LMGJ (4.7) 
N J=I 

With 
MGj the MG of the unit on day j 
N the number of days in the period 

Again, the possible ways to aggregate the averages are explained in Annex D. 

In future it will be the project group's intension to join the BSW-list to a materials and logistic 
programme. Until then the results ofDSOT and BSW-list have to be processed by hand. 

4.6. BSMl-structure HAKOG-11 
In HAKOG-II (sub) tasks and skills of a unit have been itemized according to the EXT AC 518 as 
shown in annex F . In accordance with EXTAC 518 three main tasks exist: 

• Ship and crew survivability 
• Operational skills 
• Mission capabilities 

Every main task consists of a different set of (sub) tasks and skills . In order to execute these tasks 
systems, BSTVIls, are essential for a good result. BSMis can be subdivided again and again into 
(sub-) BSI\1Is until the lowest level. 

As stated in paragraph 4.5. BSMis can be divided into groups. If one or more BSMis are vital for 
the execution of a task they are part of the 'no-go' -group. 
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Within a 'no-go'-group of y BS1\1Is at least x of they BS1\1Is must operate. There are three 
opportunities: 

• x = l; 
Every BSl\11 in the group can replace another BSl\11 and only one BSl\11 at the time is 
needed. 

• 1 < x < y; 
x BS1\1Is are needed at the same time, the rest (y - x) BS1\1Is are redundant for that task. 

• x=y; 
Every BSl\11 in the group is necessary. 

If a task can be divided into 3 subtasks the correlation between task and BSl\11 is as follows: 

Task = (subtaskl, subtask2, subtask3) w/x(y 

With 
w 
x 
y 

the minimum granted percentage MG 
the minimum necessary BS1\1Is for percentage w 
the total ofBSMis in this task 

The water maker of an M-frigate e.g. operates with different BS1\1Is from the water maker on 
HNLMS \¥itte de With, with reverse osmosis in stead of vaporizers, but the objective is the same. 
The water maker is part of the task 'sustainability and logistics' , as can be seen in annex G.1. 

• Water maker= (1561 osmosis unit, 1471 drink water unit) w/2/2 

with: 
1561 osmosis unit= (1561 SB RO- unit, 1561 PT RO-unit) 50/1 /2 

In this example the water maker needs both the osmosis unit and the drink water unit to operate. 
The drink water unit cannot be divided into another BSMI although the osmosis unit can be 
divided in a port and starboard RO (reverse osmosis) unit. Either starboard or port RO-unit is 
necessary for a yield of 50%. If neither port nor starboard is operating the score is 0%. 
This example shows that one RO-unit and the drink water unit will cause the water maker to be 
registered as available. 

Not all systems onboard are divided to such an extent, only those systems necessary for the 
execution of the tasks and skills of annex F: the vital and conditional systems of chapter 3. 

4. 7. Operational Missions vs. HAKOG-11 
The objective of this thesis is to relate the load on systems onboard due to environmental 
conditions with required maintenance. 
In chapter 3 systems were defined as hardware placed on board a unit that may support in the 
execution of any mission. A distinction was made between vital and conditional systems 
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regarding their requirement in the fulfilment of a mission. All these systems in HAKOG-II are 
referred to as BSMis. 

In HAKOG-II (sub) tasks and skills of a unit are itemized into 3 main tasks based on the EXT AC 
158. Scrutinizing the main task ' Ship and crew survivability' leads to a clear connection with 
conditional systems. Tasks like 'damage control' and 'NBC' are not of operational importance. 
Whatever the mission the ship is ordered to do, she must always be able to fulfil these tasks; they 
are conditional tasks and therefore need conditional systems. 

The main task ' Operational skills ' is divided into tasks that are of vital importance to the 
execution of an ordered mission. To be able to pursue a drug smuggler it is of vital importance to 
be able to execute 'picture compilation ' and 'communications '. The systems needed to fulfil 
these tasks are the so called 'vital systems' . 

The third main task 'Mission capabilities' shows many similarities with some defence tasks (DT), 
namely: 

• ASW (Anti Submarine Warfare) with DT04; 
• ASuW (Anti Surface Warfare) with DT04; 
• AAW (Anti Air Warfare) with DT06; 
• Amphibious warfare with DT05 ; 
• Strike operations with DTl 8; 
• Support operations with DTl 6; 
• MW (Mine Warfare) with DT25; 
• Maritime interdiction operations with DT07; 
• Special operations with DT21 ; 
• Surveillance with DTlO; 
• Military operations other than war with DT27 and DT28. 

In HAKOG-II not all BSMis onboard are named, just the BSMis which contribute to the 
execution of the tasks . For instance, fortunately, many beds are found onboard and a new one can 
be ordered easily using its BSMI. This bed, however, will not contribute anything to the systems 
(vital or conditional) necessary to execute tasks and is therefore not mentioned in HAKOG-II. 
Thus, the BSMis itemized in HAKOG-II are similar to the vital systems in this thesis. 

Although HAK.OG-II is a tool to report the status of a unit in retrospect, the structure of the way 
it categorizes the systems or BSMis could be used to give insight into the required systems for a 
mission. In future HAKOG's BSMis will be directly connected to a 'materials and logistics' 
computer programme. That way an even better insight into trends in failures and availability can 
be given. 

Figure 10 shows the connection between mission and HAK.OG. 
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4.8. Summary and conclusion 

AF. Verburg 

In this chapter it has been shown that within the RNLN a tool is used to report the status of 
personnel, level of training and material: HAKOG-Il. The structure of material readiness matches 
the components of an operational mission: the main task 'ship and crew survivability' resembles 
the 'conditional systems', 'operational tasks' the 'vital systems' and 'mission capabilities' the 
' defence tasks ' . 

The objective oflvIBOM is to advise in a maintenance concept of all conditional and vital 
systems onboard, based on the operational mission a unit is ordered to do. Within "MEOM the 
relation between the vital and conditional BS.Mls is similar to the BS.Mls in material readiness of 
HAKOG-II. 

Besides HAKOG another material reporting tool is used within the RNLN: MATRACS. This will 
be discussed in chapter 5. 
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5. MATRACS 

5.1. Introduction 
As seen before HAKOG is used for presenting a unit' s readiness based on the performance of 
crew and systems. Within RNLN another registration for systems is used: the 'MATerieel 
Rapportage Analyse Configuratie .S.ysteem', MATRACS. 

Systems on board ships can be categorized in 'Sensors, Weapons and Command' -systems 
(SEWACO) and all other systems, the 'Platform' -systems, like for instance the water maker. 

MA TRACS 16 is an atomised collection of technical malfunctions concerning all SEW ACO- and 
Platform systems in order to provide the technical departments within the RNLN insight in: 

• The availability of SEW ACO- and Platform systems; 
• The reliability of SEW ACO- and Platform systems. 

The programme has 2 versions : a 'ship version ' and a 'land version '. The first is a stand-alone 
onboard a ship which is updated regularly. The second one is connected to a database ashore to 
which more users can log in. 
In both versions two levels are distinguished. The user can import and process data while the 
administrator is able to change settings. 

I have investi gated both versions : the 'ship version' onboard HNLMS Amsterdam during her trip 
from December 4 tJ, to 19tl', 2006, and the ' land version' at the office 'Actie di en st' . At both places 
specialists were present and willing to contribute to my research. 

5.2. Structure 
MATRACS can be divided into 5 parts, A to E: 

A. Failure registration of SEW ACO- and Platform systems; 
B. Availability registration, including the schedule of performed maintenance to 

operating and non-operating equipment; 
C. Cm~figuration data in order to provide a summary and track of items; 
D. Job application for facilitating and speeding up the application for external help, 

including an overall database ashore to store all job applications and solutions; 
E. Analysis and reports to get insight in cost drivers, availability killers, logistic supplies 

and reliability. 

MATRACS unites all defects and malfunctions in a 'knowledge-database' . This way, forthe 
mechanics on board ships, a tool has been created to look up and solve malfunctions. If for 
instance, the water maker has a failure and shows a code or an orange light 'minor fault' the 
mechanic can use MATRACS to see if this failure has occurred before on any sister ship and 
what repairs have been done. 

16 Commandant der Zeemacht afd Materiel (2004), Handleiding MA TRACS 
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To create the 'knowledge-database' information is gained from ships and other departments. The 
following figure shows which departments provide input and which gain output or both. 

Materieels Voorraad 
Beheers Systeem Administratie 
(MBS) Systeem (VAS) 

•• 
Technische 
Afdeling (TA) Ir 

MATRACS - Schepen . 
. 

Technische OpL • 
KM(TOKM) 

' 
Herbevoorrading Diensten Marine bedrijf 

(MB) 

Figure 11 : Connections with MATRACS 

5.3. The use of MATRACS 
Whenever a failure has occurred and external help is needed by a ship this is reported in 
MATRACS. A job application is sent to the 'Marine Bedrijf and 'Material Logistics 
Organization' (MATLOG). This report is not only applied for repairs but also for logistic orders 
and can be sent at any given moment. 
Whenever it regards a failure or an order, the user has to refer to the system using its BSl\11. 

Every month the ship has to fill in the availability registration. A system is always considered to 
be available, even when it is shut down. A system is not available when it cannot operate due to a 
failure or to maintenance, the scheduled and unscheduled downtime in the state model (figure 2). 

Every month all data have to be saved on a CD-ROM and sent to CZSK and MATLOG. In return 
the ship should receive an update from MATLOG, with the results of all sister ships. 

Although dictated , updates are not received regularly. The last update of availability registration 
received by HNLMS Amsterdam was in the year 2003 . Therefore, the database that is used 
onboard HNLMS Amsterdam contains only information the users have put in themselves . 

Besides the registration and update CD-ROM, the ship also has to report operating hours, 
HAKOG, Operational defects (OPDEF) and engineering reports. Unfortunately, time consuming 
jobs that are not combined. 
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Ashore, several offices process the results of the ships . The two most important offices are listed 
below: 

• Th e ojjice 'S&B PO/MATRA CS (Systeem & Bedrijfsvoering, Periodiek Onderhoud I 
MATRACS)' gathers all information sent by the ships and builds up the knowledge
database . They have to filter out frequently occurring malfunctions 

• The office 'Ac tie dienst ' provides ships with actual answers and solutions to solve the 
failures . After repairing the failure the ship has to complete the database . 

Their main goal is to facilitate the ships in maintaining and optimising the systems onboard and 
to detect which systems have a high failure rate. 
In practice it is quite different Not the software detects a high failure rate, but the specialists do 

5.4. Reports in MATRACS 
One of the poss ible reports in l\/LA.TRACS is a failure repo1t. In a failure repott all information is 
listed in a standardized fo1mat The next figure shows a failure repott of the water maker of 
HNLMS Witte de With in 2001 . 
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The format shows the water maker 's BSlv!I, namely 1561 , as well as the location, the symptom 
and the cause of the failure. In this case the salinity meter had stopped due to pollution. The 
possible symptoms and causes of failures are listed in annex E . 

The format also shows the effect on availability. The availability is indicated with a number from 
1 to 3. 

Code Availability 
1 During the failure the (sub )system is completely functional 
2 During the failure the (sub)system is partly functional 
3 During the failure the (sub )system is non functional 

Tab le 6: Availability codes MATRACS 

The availab ility code is not time related. Neither is the waiting time code, as can be seen in annex 
E. This code only indicates the reason for waiting on repair When the waiting time code is not 
' A' (no waiting time) a t the end, the programme calculates the total of waiting time in days from 
the moment the failure was reported until the day that the problem was solved, minus the 
searching- and reparation time. 

Another report in MA TRACS is the availability report. This again is a standardized format as is 
shown in figure 13 . 

The objective of this report is to: 
• Register the availability of (sub)systems; 
• Register the periods that (sub)systems fail , but still are completely functional (AC l); 
• Register the operating hours of a (sub)system; 
• Register the periods that (sub)systems fail , but still are partly functional (AC2); 
• Register the periods that (sub )systems fail, but still are not functional (AC3); 
• Register the periods that periodical maintenance is executed on operating (sub )systems ; 
• Regis ter the periods that periodical maintenance is executed on non-operating (sub) 

systems. 

As sho;,vn in figure 13 per BSNil a few columns are filled in Because of their relevance, on ly 3 
columns wil l be discussed. If the BSlv!I-column is the first, then the availability is noted in the 
fourth column. 

Every week the number of hours a (sub) system is available (operating and non-operating) is 
filled in. This is in accordance with the uptime in the state model (figure 2). Thus a fully available 
system notes 168 hours . This number can be affected by 

• Failures with AC3 (unscheduled downtime) ; 
• Periodical maintenance on systems that need to be turned off (scheduled downtime) 

In the fifth column one needs to fill in the period the (sub) system was actually performing, the 
productivity time in the state model. 
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Figure 13: Availab il ity report HNLMS Witte de W ith 2002 

5.5. Operational Missions and HAKOG-11 vs. MATRACS 
Comparing MATRA.CS with operational missions and HAKOG will result in a few s imilar ities, 
which are listed below. 

First the similarities with operational missions 
• In MATRACS the causes of failures have been broken down into 15 possibilities , as 

shown in annex E. Cause 15 occurs when the (sub) system has to cope with too high a 
temperature or humidity. This cause matches the factors ' climate ' and ' local season ' man 
operational mission; 

• In MATRACS SEWACO-systems refer to all systems and subsystems for senso rs, 
weapo ns and command-systems, in other words all the systems that make a ship a 
wars hip The greater part will be essential to operational missions and therefore matches 
the ' vital systems '; 

• The rest of the systems is referred to as platfonn systems and can be compared with the 
' conditional systems ' 
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Second the similarities and differences with HAKOG-Il: 
• Both speak ofBSMI-numbers ; 
• Both are software programmes in which the user has to fill in the availability of(sub) 

systems; 
• MATRACS assimilates all systems on board, HAKOG only the systems that are 

operational related to the tasks and skills of annex F; 
• In MATRACS the availability is presented with a code from ACl to AC3 , from 

completely functional to partly functional to non functional. In HAKOG a BSMI is 
either functional or not functional (AC 1 or AC3) ; 

• 1n MATRACS the avai !ability report is based on periods ofl week, 168 hours. 
HAKOG uses a period of a calendar month ; 

• In both programmes a monthly report or update is to be sent to higher command 
levels; 

• HAKOG is fully established onboard the ships and the monthly reports are 
scrupu lously filled out and sent MATRACS is not filled out consistently, not by the 
ships nor by the offices ashore; 

• At the moment both programmes are used solely within the Royal Navy, although 
HAKOG will be further developed and subsequently used by all units within Royal 
Defence in the near future . 

lt would be efficient to adjust MATRACS and HAKOG in such a way that availability only has 
to be registered once, in MATRACS . Figure 11 would then change into the next figure : 
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KM (TOKlvl) 

Herbevoorrading 
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Figu re 14 : Connecting MATRACS and HAKOG 
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MATRACS will not be part ofMEOM until this adjustment has been made, the database has 
been completed and kept up to date and the software has been introduced in every Department of 
the Royal Defence. When all this has been done figure 14 will change into figure 15. 

Materieels Voorraad 
Beheers Administratie HAKOG .... 

MEOM ... 
Systeem Systeem 
(MBS) (VAS) 

I~ 
• 

Technische 
Afdeling 

, 
- lVIATRACS Schepen - --

Technische • 
OpL KM 

, 
Herbevoor- Diensten Marine 
rading bedriif(J.\1B) 

Figure 15: Connecting MATRACS to MEOM 

5.6. Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter another tool to repo1t the material status of systems within the RNLN has been 
discussed: MA TRACS. 
MATRACS is a knowledge-database for registering e.g. failures and availability of all BSMis 
onboard ships, which has to be updated monthly. 

MATRACS has similarities with components both in 'operational missions' and HAKOG-Il. 
Most important is the database for all BSMis and their availability registration . This information 
would be of interest for MEOM, more than information from specialists. 
As soon as MA TRACS has been connected to HAKOG and the database has been completed and 
kept up to date, MATRACS may be integrated in MEOM. 

In order to put all the findings of chapter 3 and 4 together into MEOM an analysis and software 
will be introduced in chapter 6. 
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6. Multi Criteria Analysis 

6.1. Introduction 
Having discussed the similarities within the operational missions and HAKOG the next step will 
be to find a way to connect them in such a way that a judgement can be pronounced regarding the 
maintenance concept. For this a multi criteria analysis (MCA) is used. MCA will be the greater 
part in .MEOM. So in this chapter the principle of MCA as a method17 is discussed, followed by a 
tool to apply this method, TOPSYS18

. 

6.2. Principle MCA 
Multi criteria analysis is a structured way of organizing the various elements of a decision 
problem in which one has to assess and compare two or more alternatives on several criteria or 
attributes. The objective is to stipulate the best alternative or a preferred sequence in alternatives. 
MCA can be used for a multitude of decision problems. It may vary from choices between 
prototypes (vehicles, weapon systems etc.) to choices between alternative plans, concepts, lines 
of policy, organisations etc19

. 

A criterion can either be an aspect that describes a characteristic of the alternatives to be assessed 
or it will indicate the realization objectives of the alternatives (efficiency, employability etc.). The 

· criteria are used to assess the alternatives and therefore need to be expressed in either quantitative 
scores or qualitative words. Qualitative values are converted to quantitative scores using table 7. 

Multi criteria analyses exist of 6 phases, namely: 
• Identify the objective and criteria; 
• Create the alternatives that bring the solution to the objective; 
• Compare the alternatives and scores with all criteria; 
• Stipulate the relative importance of the criteria; 
• Compare the alternatives; 
• Choose the best alternative. 

To ease the thought pattern of creating criteria and alternatives one has to construct a hierarchy to 
obtain insight in the relative connections and effects. 
Figure 16 shows a simple hierarchy: an objective, tasks to realise the objective, functions that are 
characteristic for the effect and the use of the alternatives. Within the figure the tasks and 
functions are the criteria on which the alternatives are assessed. 

All alternatives are looked at from every criterion. In the hierarchy this assessment will take place 
at the lowest level. 

17 Wijnrnalen, D.J.D. ( l 992), Multi criteria analyse met TOPSYS (FEL-92-B219) 
18 Wijnmalen, D.J.D. (1 997), User 's Guide to TOPSYStem 3. 0, program for multi criteria decision support (FEL-97-
Hl36) 
19 Instituut Defensie Leergangen (2005), Reader management vaardigheden (MM0-39) 
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The assessment can be achieved in different ways, i.e. by: 
• measurements with instmments or personal estimation; 
• studies like i.e. simulations; 
• expert panels. 

Objective I Objective 

Task I Task2 Task 3 

Criteria 

I Alternatives 

Figure 16: Hierarchy, in which alternatives perform on functions that contribute to the execution of tasks to 
achieve the objective 

Stipulating the relative importance of the criteria comes down to assessing the importance of 
every criterion for the achievement of the objective or to the importance of the criterion one level 
higher in the hierarchy. Assigning a score to a criterion is always subjective. 

When comparing the alternatives a final assessment per alternative is made. There are many ways 
to get to a final assessment. One of them is TOPSYS, which is explained in the next paragraph. 

6.3. TOP SYS 
TOP SYS is based on the approach of multi criteria analysis using criteria to order alternatives 
that are means to achieve a goal or an overall objective. In order to measure how well that goal or 
overall objective will be achieved, sub-objectives, operational criteria, and attributes 
characterizing alternatives are used. All these elements are arranged in a hierarchical format with 
the goal or overall objective as the top-node, and the attributes which are going to be used to 
measure the attractiveness or performance of the alternatives as the bottom-nodes as shown in 
figure 16. 
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A hierarchy offers a framework for evaluation. Once the hierarchy has been set up, TOPSYS 
enables you to pronounce judgements (i.e. express a preference) about the alternatives and about 
the relative importance of criteria with respect to any higher levelled criterion which they have in 
common. Finally, TOPSYS offers ways to synthesize all scores and weights, thus arriving at an 
aggregate judgement about the alternatives at the top level of the hierarchy: a set of final scores 
indicating how well each alternative performs with respect to the goal or overall objective. In 
addition, TOPSYS offers several tools to analyse the results and their sensitivity to any changes 
in scores or weights. 

The use of TOP SYS is divided into 4 phases: 
• Building the hierarchy. This is the modelling of the decision problem in a configuration of 

criteria and alternatives including background information of the objective; 
• Assessing the hierarchy elements. This is the adding of judgements or preferences to 

alternatives, the so called 'scores' or 'effect-scores' in the analysis, and to the relative 
importance of criteria with respect to any higher levelled criterion, the so called 'weights' 
in the analysis; 

• Aggregate the information to arrive at.final (aggregate) scores; 
• Investigate the sensitivity of the results. It is of paramount importance that the sensitivity 

of the results to changes in the input information will be investigated. The reason for this 
is that the information is seldom precise, crisp or perfectly reflecting the feelings of 
preference. 

When aggregating TOPSYS mostly uses the direct method ('arithmetical average' or 'geometric 
average' as explained in annex D) or the pair wise method. 
With the direct method every 'parent-child' -relation is assessed separately by a quantitative 
weighting (at a scale ofO to a maximum) or by a qualitative weighting of 'plusses' and 'minuses'. 
A 'child' is an alternative or a hierarchic lower criterion assessed by a 'parent', which is a higher 
criterion and directly related to that criterion. 
With pair wise comparison each pair of alternatives or criteria at the same level in the hierarchy is 
compared to the same 'parent'. The result between the two comparisons is either qualitative or 
quantitative. 

During aggregation qualitative weights are always transformed into quantitative weights in 
accordance with table 7. 

Qualitative Quantitative 
--- 10/14 
-- 30/14 
- 50/14 
0 70/14 = 5 
+ 90/14 

++ 110/40 
+++ 130/14 

Table 7: Transforming qualitative weights to quantitative weights 
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When analysing the final results of TOP SYS one needs to consider that the input is not always 
accurate: 'garbage in equals garbage out'. 
Inaccuracy might exist in: 

• Criteria: completeness, relevancy and arrangement; 
• Scores: accuracy, subjectivity and time dynamic (variation in time) ; 
• Weights : subjectivity and time dynamic. 

TOP SYS offers several ways of investigating the sensitivity of the final results (i.e. the aggregate 
scores of the alternatives) to changes of input values, notably weights and scores. 
This kind of analysis goes rather beyond that of just analysing evaluations and aggregation 
results . 
The purpose of doing sensitivity analysis is to get a feeling of how uncertainty about exact input 
values might affect the results, to explore the validity of the results, and thus to perhaps arrive at a 
more differentiated final conclusion than would have been possible otherwise. 

The results of the sensitivity analysis are processed in 3 graphs : 
• Trade-Off Sensitivity Graph : to present the aggregate scores of the alternatives in a graph 

as they vary with the variation of one criterion weight between its minimum and 
maximum values, and to detect any trade-off points in doing so; 

• Weight Sensitivity: to present the aggregate scores of the alternatives in a graph when a 
different combination of weights of one or more criteria is chosen; 

• Score Sensitivity: to present the aggregate scores of the alternatives in a graph when 
different scores on a reference criterion is chosen . 

Finally with the results of the order of rank and sensitivity analysis, the best alternative can be 
chosen well-founded. 

6.4. Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter the principle of MCA as a method has been discussed, followed by a tool to apply 
this method, TOPSYS. 
MCA uses objectives and criteria which result in alternatives using scores and weights. The user 
then has to choose the best alternative based on the aggregated judgement and sensitivity analysis 
ofTOPSYS. 

TOP SYS forms the building blocks of.MEOM. The input of vital and conditional systems of 
HAKOG is linked to the mission conditions resulting in alternatives in maintenance concept as 
will be shown in chapter 7. 

- - - --- - ·- ---· 
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7. MEOM: 'a conceptual design' 

7.1. Introduction 
As shov.rn in the previous chapters the execution of an operational mission depends on 'vital' and 
' conditional' systems on board and the effect of the mission condition a ship is operating in. The 
methodology developed in this thesis, MEOM, is a combination of a MCA-hierarchy and a 
HAKOG break down of the 'vital ' and 'conditional ' systems . 

For the development of a model to advice in a maintenance concept the phases discussed in 
paragraph 6.3 are followed. But first, I would like to look back on the maintenance concept and 
the construction of an ' operational mission'. 

7.2. Maintenance concept 
Maintenance includes all actions necessary for retaining a system or product in, or restoring it to , 
a desired operational state20

, the 'uptime' in figure 2. 
Maintenance may be categorized as follows : 

• Corrective maintenance (CM). This includes all unscheduled maintenance actions 
performed, as a result of system/product failure, to restore the system to a specified 
condition; 

• Preventive maintenance (PM) . This includes all scheduled maintenance actions 
performed to retain a system or product in a specified operational condition. Scheduled 
maintenance covers periodic inspections, condition monitoring, critical-item replacement 
(prior to failure), periodic calibration, and the like; 

• Predictive maintenance. This often refers to a condition-monitoring preventive 
maintenance programme where direct monitoring methods are used to determine the 
exact status of equipment, for predicting possible degradation, and for the purpose of 
highlighting areas where maintenance is desired; 

• Maintenance prevention. This term refers to an effort leading towards 'maintenance-free 
design' ; 

• Adaptive maintenance. This term primarily pertains to computer software and the 
changes in processing or the data environment; 

• Pe1fective maintenance. This refers basically to the changes in computer software for 
enhancing performance, packaging or maintainability. 

The scope of this thesis is limited to corrective and preventive maintenance. These are 
accomplished on the system itself (prime mission-oriented elements) and/or any components of 
the system at the site where the system is operated by the consumer, in an intermediate shop 
relatively near the operational site, and/or at the manufacturer's facility or a remote depot, i.e. a 
naval ship or a military camp in Iraqi. 

20 Blanchard, B.S. et al. (1 995), Main la inability, a key lo effective serviceability and maintenance management 
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Preventive maintenance can be initiated by 3 task categories21
: 

• Tim e-directed (TD) aimed directly at failure prevention or retardation. The frequency is 
expressed in mean time between maintenance, MTBM; 

• Condition-directed (CD) aimed at detecting the onset of a failure or a failure symptom; 
• Run-to-failure (RTF) a deliberate decision to run to failure because the others are not 

possible or the economical and operational effects are less favourable. 

The maintenance concept begins with a series of statements and/or illustrations defining the input 
criteria to which the system should be designed. A preliminary maintenance concept is developed 
during the conceptual phase, is continually updated, and is prerequisite to system/product design 
and development 
Every maintenance concept is based on one of the three categories TD, CD and RTF. 

7.3. Operational mission 
In chapter 3 an operational mission is defined as 'a compilation of defence tasks a person or unit 
has been ordered to fulfil in a given area for a bounded period of time'. So every operational 
mission exists of one or more defence tasks, with every defence task having its own relative 
importance to the Ministry of Defence. This importance varies per mission. 

A defence task, in its tum, is built up from mission profiles, ' repeating components, subtasks or 
events within the mission of a person or unit, which can be executed simultaneously or separately 
with another component' . For the mission profiles the relative importance is needed. In order to 
do so, the methodology does not dependent on the Ministry of Defence. The relative importance 
can be given by experts in advance. 

Both components will have their effect on the advice in maintenance. 

7.4. Mission effect on maintenance 
Everything discussed in this thesis so far will be put together with the help of TOPSYS using the 
phases discussed in paragraph 6.3. 0 

At first, the building of the hierarchy. Given the maintenance concept TD, CD or RTF and the 
mission conditions a unit has to fulfil its mission in, it is the objective of MEOM to advice in the 
frequency of maintenance. An advice will be given for every system separately and therefore the 
decision problem per vital and conditional system is: 'what is the best frequency in 
maintenance?' 

The answer to this decision problem forms the alternatives. The frequency in maintenance can 
either be higher, equal or lower than the original maintenance concept (MC). For the category 
RTF there will be no difference, but for the categories TD and CD there will be a change in 
respectively the MTBM and the norm for onset as shown in table 8. 

21 Smith, AM. (1 993), Reliability-Centred Maintenance 
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Frequency MC Higher Equal Lower 
TD Smaller M1BM SameM1BM LargerMIBM 
CD Stricter norms Same norms More relaxed norms 

Table 8: Changing frequencies of maintenance concepts 

It needs to be underlined that MEOM will definitely not advise in a change of maintenance 
concept The original MC (TD, CD or RTF) is followed throughout the complete lifecycle of the 
system, only the frequency will be changed if necessary. 

The criteria are the availability and reliability of the systems and equipment under the prevailing 
mission conditions. 

Best frequency in MC I Objective 

Climate 

Availability Availability Availability Availability Criteria 

·''" · - __ ._ "'; · .. 

Reliability Reliability Reliability Reliability 

Higher frequency Equal frequency Lower frequency Alternatives 

Figure 17: TOPSYS hierarchy as basis for MEOM 

After the hierarchy has been built the hierarchy elements need to be assessed. These are the 
weights of the criteria and the scores to the alternatives. 
In figure 1 7 the parent-criteria environment, duration, climate and local season are located at the 
same level. They cannot replace each other, but together they form the scenarios for every 
possible mission condition, which in theory are 3840 possibilities. Limited to the 5 mission areas 
of table 4 and the possible seasons this number decreases to 1024 possible scenarios. 
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The ' weight' of every child-criteria availability and reliability is different for each parent. 
MATRACS would be an opportune database to stipulate the weights well-founded. Until the time 
MATRACS is fully implemented these weights have to be stipulated by experts . 
Expert opinions are also needed for the scores to the alternatives. 

The last two phases, aggregating the information and investigating the sensitivity, I cannot 
execute in this thesis due to the fact that the software for TOPSYS was not obtainable within the 
time specified. It will be available in the near future, so for the remaining of the umbrella 
promotion research MEOM will be further developed, computed and tested. 

Combining figure 10 and figure 17 results in the methodology MEOM as shovn1 in figure 18 . 

OPERATIONAL MISSION (M) 

~ 
DEFENCE TASKS (OT) 

~ 
MISSION PROFILES (P) 

~ 
MISSION ELEMENTS (ME) HAKOG 

·· ·~············· · ··················· ·· ····· · · ···· · · ·· ·· ···· 

SYSTEMS (BSMis) TOP SYS 

~ 
l'vUSSION CONDITIONS (C) 

~ 
AVAILABILITY I RELIAB ILITY 

AL TERN /\TIVE MAINTENANCE 

Figure 18: MEOM 

! 

! 

Relative impmiance by Ministry of Defence 

Relative importance by experts 
cf. HAK.OG 'tasks and skills ' 

Weights by experts 
(until MATRACS implemented) 

Scores by expen s 

The figure shows which methods are used in every phase and how the relative importance and 
weights need to be stipulated. The attentive reader will notice an inconsistency. Where figure 10 
only mentions vital systems, figure 18 includes also the conditional systems. Considering the 
adjustment in maintenance concept of a conditional system one must realise that a conditional 
system is not dependent on the defence task, mission profile nor mission element. It directly 
affects the operational mission. 
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7.5. MEOM applied to the orientation case 
To finalize my research I would like to show the use of MEOM to the water maker ofHNLMS 
Witte de With, specifically during her mission, discussed before in chapter 2. 
Therefore I will name each component of figure 18 as far as possible without the access to 
TOPSYS and without the expert opinions on weights and scores. 

In the process of selling the ship to the Chilean navy and to train the Chilean crew the operational 
mission ofHNLMS Witte de With was to execute sea acceptance trials (SATs) at the North sea 
from May 1st to 1 ih. Besides the SA Ts this mission existed also of defence task 32, the educating 
and training of foreign units. One can imagine that the Ministry of Defence assigned a relative 
importance of 75% to SATs and 25 % to DT32. 
To do so the mission profiles existed of a lot of tests including turbine tests, sonar tests and basic 
exercises for real safety on board. 
Mission elements for the turbine tests were, e.g. cruising speed, high speed and stop time. The 
vital systems necessary for these tests were both gas turbines and also both cruising turbines . 
Only 3 out of 4 turbines were placed onboard in time, therefore only a part of the turbine tests 
were executed, resulting in the mission as a whole not being fulfilled on May 121

h and thus partly 
continued a few weeks later. The relative importance of the mission profile 'turbine tests' which 
will be given by experts, using HAKOG BSMis (cf annex G.2) would lead to the importance of 
not having all turbines onboard compared to the low mission sustainability. 

Besides the systems vital to the mission, other systems, the so called conditional systems such as 
the water maker, have to operate independently of the mission. For the water maker the first 
phase in MEOM is applied: building the hierarchy (see figure 19). 

The water maker is only used while on the open ocean. Nearing or in port it has to be turned off. 

The maintenance concept was time directed (TD), namely with a MTBM of2000 working hours. 
The objective oflv1EOM for the water maker is: 'what is the best frequency in maintenance?', 
which in the case of TD leads to the alternatives: less than 2000 hours, 2000 hours or more than 
2000 hours. 

The mission conditions and also the parent-criteria are: 
• E2 : open ocean; 
• D5: 1 - 4 weeks ; 
• KS: Cf; 
• L4: spring. 

In order to get to the alternatives one has to consider the 'parent-child' relationship, in which 
the child-criteria are availability and reliability. 
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Best frequency in MC I Objective 

E2: open ocean KS : Cf 

Availability Availability Availability Availability Criteria 

.' ;:: : ... . . - -.~ ·· . 

Reliability Reliability Reliability , . Reliability 

. ' ;:: : .... -':.-.. ; · ... · ,: ~ ._-.... ·: · ' ·.!... _. - ... . -, · · ... ;,. · - ·.: ·. :. ·.;; ·,. 
. , . _ - - - I - -~ ~":~ ... ~ ~ . ' ' ' . ... 

... . , / ·· .._ ,- ... ,, ·. ,~ · , ... . : : : - ,,. ~~.:..,. -'-- I , · 

' ' > >: '. : >'::.::::~:"~(;:•:?·'.'~":<;~::<~~-: '·:C··:.-~'· .'·-·_,_.·,i/ 
· ... ~1_,~;.;~· :.:-:· :- - ..... _. ___ ·~\ .. · ~·i'.<::. · ... - - ---:. ·= 

Less than 2000 h I I 2000 h I I More than 2000 h Alternatives 

Figure 19: Hierarchy of water maker 

Because the water maker is a conditional system the chosen alternative will directly effect the 
fulfilment of the operational mission. 

7.6. Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter everything that has been discussed in this thesis is put together in J\.1EOM. 

Six categories of maintenance to maximise the ' uptime ' of systems have been listed. The scope of 
this thesis is limited to corrective and preventive maintenance. 

It is the objective of MEOM to advice in the frequency of maintenance of every vital and 
conditional system onboard. Given the maintenance concept TD, CD or RTF, the criteria are the 
availability and reliability of the systems and equipment under the prevailing mission conditions. 
l\1EOM then results in 3 alternatives : the frequency in maintenance can either be higher, equal or 
lower than the original maintenance concept. 

l\1EOM as shown in figure 18 is a conceptual design. In future it needs: 
• exp ert opinions for the weights and scores as long as MATRACS is not implemented 
• the software jar TOP SYS for the last two phases of l\1EOM for aggregating the 

information and investigating the sensitivity 

To finalise, MEOM has been applied to the water maker ofHNLMS Witte de With. 
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8. Conclusions and recommendations for further research 

8.1. Introduction 
The aim of my research was to contribute to the development of a model that offers the 
possibility to advise in a maintenance concept based on the operational mission a unit is ordered 
to fulfil. For this purpose many steps have been taken leading to .MEOM. These steps include 
literature research, analysis of available methods and combining available methods. 

To structure the research, 13 sub questions have been defined. These questions are listed in table 
9 provided with the research answers or references. 

Nr. Sub question Answer 
1 What effect does the environment have on the load Environmental circumstances, like seawater 

of systems? temperature or pollution, cause critical factors. 
2 What is the maximum expected output related to 1,33 ton/h * 24 h * 8 days= 255,4 ton 

environment? 
3 What is the obtained output during the orientation 150,4 ton 

case? 
4 What are the critical factors of the water maker? Seawater pollution, seawater temperature 

5 What are the environmental conditions? In open ocean for 8 days in Cf-climate during 
spnng 

6 What is the effect of the usage? Constant water production resulted in water 
surplus, which was pumped overboard 

7 How can a random operational mission be broken By considering vital systems (chapter 3) 
down into mission profiles and elements, based on 
load, duration and environmental influence? 

8 How arc operational missions built up? Defence tasks, mission pro.files, mission 
elements (paragraph 3 .2) 

9 What kind of tasks can be eA.'])ected within a Defence tasks 1 thru 35 
mission? 

10 What are the possible environments all over the All 3840 possible combinations of the 4 
world a mission can take place in? components of 'mission condition' 

(paragraph 3.3) 
11 What methods and models, already available in None 

literahrre, could give a recommendation in 
maintenance concept based on the mission? 

12 What methods and models in literature can serve HAKOG-II, MA TRACS, TOP SYS 
as a basis for the contribution to a new model? 

13 What is the connection between the methods or MEOM 
models and DMC? 

·-

Table 9: Research answers 
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8.2. Conclusions 
Conclusion I 
Using FMECA and the water maker ofHNLMS Witte de With as an orientation case it has been 
made clear that systems onboa.rd ships are sensitive to the environment a ship is sailing in. 
Important factors, among other things, are pollution and temperature, which request adjustment of 
maintenance. 

Conclusion 2 
Trying to confirm the outcome ofFMECA with obtained information from a specialist or 
database at the 'Royal Dockyard ' has not been successful. Due to lack of registration the 'Royal 
Dockyard' could not confirm these results with a database or specialists. 

Conclusion 3 
Based on the results ofFMECA the design ofMEOM is necessary. In order to prevent failures 
during operational missions MEOM needs to come to an adjustment in the maintenance concept. 

Conclusion 4 
MEOM will stipulate the effect of the mission condition (environment, duration, climate and 
locale season) to both the vital and conditional systems. The climate condition at sea are 
considered the same as the climate condition in the closest adjacent country. 

Conclusion 5 
The RNLN uses a tool to report the status of personnel, level of training and material: HAKOG
II. The structure of material readiness matches the components of an operational mission: the 
main task 'ship and crew survivability' resembles the 'conditional systems', 'operational tasks ' 
the 'vital systems' and 'mission capabilities' the 'defence tasks '. 

Conclusion 6 
In HAKOG-Il the experience of the crew is incorporated in PG. In MEOM factors such as 
available time, cost-effectiveness and skills of maintenance personnel are not taken into account. 
This is not the scope of this thesis. 

Conclusion 7 
MATRACS, the latest software for atomised collection of technical malfunctions concerning all 
SEW ACO- and Platform systems within the RNLN, is a knowledge-database for registering e.g. 
failures and availability of all BSMis onboard ships and resembles components in both 
'operational missions' and HAK.OG-Il. 

Conclusion 8 
Both the users and the offices ashore have the intention to use MATRACS, but the lack of 
understanding the benefits of this programme and the inefficiency of the required actions , make 
MA TRACS a cumbersome system. 
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Conclusion 9 
As soon as the database in MA TRACS has been completed and kept up to date and the software 
has been introduced in every Department of the Royal Defence, MATRACS may be linked to 
MEOM. 

Conclusion I 0 
MCA uses objectives and criteria which result in alternatives using scores and weights. 

Conclusion 11 
MEOM combines the components in operational missions and the systems in HAKOG with the 
principle of MCA using TOPSYS. In the conceptual design ofMEOM only the first phase of 
TOPSYS, building the hierarchy, can be executed. 

Conclusion 12 
Adding scores and weights, aggregating the information and investigating the sensitivity of the 
results can not yet be implemented. Expert panels and access to TOPSYS will be necessary. 

Conclusion 13 
MEOM will give a possible adjustment to the frequency of the maintenance concept. The 
methodology will definitely not advise a change in the maintenance concept. 
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8.3. Recommendations 
Although the aim of this thesis has been achieved, MEOM needs further research. The 
recommendations originate from some of the conclusions (Cx). 

Recommendation 1 (C2) 
The 'Royal Dockyard ' needs to use a database. 

Recommendation 2 (C6) 
One has to consider adding the factors available time, cost-effectiveness and skills of 
maintenance personnel to MEOM. 

Recommendation 3 (C8) 
HAKOG and MATRACS need to be linked. When linked, users will experience efficiency 
because they only have to register data once, resulting in the individual reports to higher 
command levels. This may convince the users of the importance of registration and cause a 
scrupulous use. 

Recommendation 4 (C9) 
In order to replace the experts' opinions concerning availability and reliability by real data 
MATRACS needs to be implemented in MEOM. 

Recommendation 5 (CJ 2) 
Access to TOPSYS needs to be obtained. Together with experts the hierarchy needs to be 
implemented, followed by the addition of scores and weights, the aggregation of the information 
and the investigation of the sensitivity of the results. 

Recommendation 6 (CJ 2) 
Expert opinions are needed to establish the weights of the criteria reliability and availability to all 
possible mission conditions and are also needed to stipulate the relative importance of mission 
profiles within defence tasks. 
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Annex A: Variables FMECA 
Probability on failure mode (t .. ) 

Score Description Definition 

10 Extreme often (failure is inevitable) More than once a day 

9 Very often Once per 3 or 4 days 

8 Often Once per week 

7 V ery regular Once per month 

6 Regular Once per 3 months 

5 At intervals Once per 6 to 12 months 

4 Occasionally Once per year 

3 Low Once per 1 to 3 years 

2 Slight Once per 3 to 5 years 

1 Nil (failure is highly unlikely) Once per 5 or more years 
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Seriousness of failure effect (S) 

Score Description Definition 

10 Dangerously high Failure can cause severe damage to ship or 
injuries to crew 

9 Extreme High Failure influences mission to such extreme, that 
ship has to doek regularly 

8 Very High Failure causes the production to stagnate for more 
than a week 

7 High Failure causes the rejection of already produced 
water 

6 A verage high Failure can not be corrected on short notice which 
will lead to standstill of water production or other 
processes on board for 3 to 7 days 

5 Low Failure leads to standstill of water production for 
1 to 3 days 

4 Verylow Failure can be corrected but will lead to standstill 
of water production for less than 1 day 

3 Minimal Failure leads to annoyance, but can be corrected 
without too much of a standstill 

2 Slight Failure effect is hardly noticed and has little effect 
on water production 

1 Nil Failure will not be noticed and does not effect 
water production 
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Probability on detection (f3) 

Score Description De.finition 

10 Extreme unlikely Failure mode will not be detected because the 
system or part of system is never inspected 

9 Very unlikely Failure mode will be detected as the last option of 
'troub leshooting' 

8 Unlikely Failure mode will be detected as one of the last 
option of 'troubleshooting' 

7 Very low Failure detected during periodical maintenance 

6 Low Failure detected by stagnated process. 
Troubleshooting leads to corrective maintenance 

5 Average Troubleshooting will lead to failure mode, but 
more than 8 other causes may be responsible 

4 More than average Troubleshooting will lead to failure mode, but 6 
to 8 other causes might be responsible 

3 Likely Alarm starts troubleshooting with appeared failure 
mode as 4th or 5th possibility 

2 Very likely Alarm starts troubleshooting with appeared failure 
mode as 2nd or 3rd possibility 

1 Practically certain Alarm is put in purely for this failure 
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Annex 8: FMECA evaporator HNLMS Witte de With 

SYSTEM: WATER MAKER HNLMS WITTE DE WITH (Evaporator) 

Part: Seawater pump (1) 
Function: Transport seawater to flash chamber 

Functional failure Failure mode À Failure effect 
No or less 1. Malfunction seawater pump 5 la. no water to evaporator 
seawater is out of order lb. evaporator boiling dry 
transported to the lc. fresh water too salt and 
flash chamber therefore no drinking water 

2. Malfunction electro motor 5 2a. fire in motor 
3. Leak in pipe (pressure side or 3 3a. additional damage in 
suction side) surrounding area 

3b. effect stability ship 
4. Filter blocked by plastic etc. 6 4a. overheating pump due to 

lack of water 
More seawater is 1. No heating 6 la. disrnption boiling-point 
transported to the 
flash chamber lb. vacuum loss 

2. Malfunction fresh water 5 2a. seawater pump will break 
pump down due to bach.--pressure 
3. Malfunction brine pump 5 3a. seawater pmnp will break 

down 
3b. fresh water ·will be too 
salt 
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s Detection 
4 vacuum meter 
4 temperature sensor 
7 salinity meter 

6 fire detector 
6 pressure sensor on 

p1pe 
check rounds 

2 bilge alarm 
6 pressure sensor 

4 temperature sensor 

4 pressure sensor 
6 salinity meter 

6 salinity meter 

7 salinity meter 

7 

f3 Cr 
5 100 
2 40 
5 175 

1 30 
1 18 

2 36 
2 12 
4 144 

2 48 

3 72 
2 60 

4 120 

4 140 
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Part: 

SYSTEM: WATER MAKER HNLMS WITTE DE WITH (Evaporator) 

Seawater pump (1) 
Function: Transport seawater to flash chamber 

Functional failure Failure mode À Failure effect s Detection 
Besides seawater 1. S ail through oil stain 1 4 la. oil residue in condenser 2 filter at seawater 
other polluting intake 
liquids or gasses lb. blockage 8 corrective 
are transported to maintenance 
the flash chamber 2. Sail through muddy water 8 2a. excessive wear of pump 4 filter 

corrective 
maintenance 

2b. disruption process and 8 vacuum meter 
therefore capacity loss 

Something else 1. Seawater freezes in seawater 1 la. seawater pump will 8 temperature sensor 
happens intake stagnate 

13 Cr 
7 56 

6 192 

7 224 
6 192 

2 128 

1 8 

1 In order to prevent the intake of polluting liquids the intake point is built as <leep as possible. Pollution with a lower density then water, like oil, floats on the 
surface. When the intake is put about 3 meters under the water surface hardly any pollution is taken in. 
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SYSTEM: WATER MAKER HNLMS WITTE DE WITH (Evaporator) 

Part: Demoisturizer (3) 
Function: Stopping all water drops that carne with the water vapour 

Functional failure Failure mode ').. Failure effect 
Stopping no water 1. Wom out/ holes in mattress 5 la. water drops with high 
drops salinity in fresh water 

2. Not placed by mistake 1 2a. water drops with high 
salinity in fresh water 

Stopping more 1. Mattress choked up 5 la. filling up flash chamber 
then water drops 
(namely water 
vapour) 
Drops from 1. Malfunction fresh water 5 1 a. disrnption process 
condenser return to pump lb. filling up flash chamber 
evaporator 
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s Detection 
7 salinity meter 

7 salinity meter 

8 flow sensor 
vacuum meter 

8 vacuum meter 
8 flow meter on fresh 

waterpipe 

9 

13 Cr 
8 280 

8 56 

8 320 
8 320 

5 200 
2 80 
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SYSTEM: WATER MAKER HNLMS WITTE DE WITH (Evaporator) 

Part: Condenser (4) 
Function: Cool down water vapour and condensate to fresh water 

Functional failure Failure mode À Failure effect 
Not cooling down 1. Malfunction seawater pump 5 la.no seawater through 
water vapour system 

1 b. no cooling down in 
condenser 
lc. no fresh water 

ld. dry boiling of the flash 
chamber 

2. Leak in supply pipe 3 2a. additional damage in 
surrounding area 

2b. effect stability ship 
3. Leak in condenser pipe 3 3a. salt water direct in fresh 

water 
4. Condenser blocked 3 4a. no flow of cool seawater 

Cooling less water 1. Seawater temperature too 10 1 a. temperature difference 
vapour high between water vapour and 

seawater in condenser too 
small 
1 b. too little production 

2. Pure water pump less 2 2a. less fresh water 
effective 
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s Detection 
4 flow meter after 

seawater pump 
4 pressure sensor 

4 flow meter 
salinity meter 

4 temperature sensor 

6 pressure sensor on 
pipe 
check rounds 

2 bilge alarm 
7 salinity meter 

4 flow meter on fresh 
water 

9 temperature meter 
seawater intake 

9 flow meter 
4 flow meter 

10 

J3 Cr 
2 40 

2 40 

4 80 
4 80 
4 80 

1 18 

2 36 
2 12 
8 168 

4 48 

1 90 

2 180 
2 16 
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SYSTEM: WATER MAKER HNLMS WITTE DE WITH (Evaporator) 

Part: Fresh water pump (5) 
Function: Pumping potable water to fresh water tanks 

Functional failure Failure mode À, Failure effect 
Pumping no fresh 1. Malfunction fresh water 5 1 a. flash chamber runs over 
water to water pump and therefore disruption 
tanks process 

2. Leak in supply pipe 3 2a. additional damage in 
surrounding area 

2b. effect stability ship 
3. Malfunction electro motor 5 3a. fire in motor 
4. Valves to tanks closed 6 4a. overheating pump due to 

lack of water 
Pumping less fresh 1. Less produced fresh water 7 la. less drinking water 
water to water because of disrupted process 
tanks 
Pumping salt water 1. Disrupted process in 7 la. fresh water too salt 
to tanks besides evaporator 
fresh water 
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s Detection 
4 flow meter 

vacuum meter 
salinity meter 

6 pressure sensor on 
p1pe 
check rounds 

2 bilge alarm 
6 fire detector 
6 pressure sensor 111 

press pipe 
3 flow meter 

7 salinity meter 

11 

f3 Cr 
2 40 
4 80 
2 40 
l 18 

2 36 
2 12 
1 30 
3 108 

3 63 

2 98 
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Part: 

SYSTEM: WATER MAKER HNLMS WITTE DE WITH (Evaporator) 

Brine pump ( 6) 
Function: Refresh salt seawater by pumping residue overboard 

Functional failure Failure mode A, Failure effect 
Pumping no salt 1. Malfunction brine pump 5 1 a. flash chamber runs over 
residue overboard and therefore disruption 

process 
2. Leak in pressure pipe 3 2a. additional damage in 

surrounding area 

2b. effect stability ship 
3. Malfunction electro motor 5 3a. fire in motor 
4. Valves to tanks closed 6 4a. overheating pump due to 

lack of water 
Pumping less salt 1. Disruption process in flash 7 la. less fresh water 
residue overboard chamber production 
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s Detection 
4 pressure sensor 

flow meter 

6 pressure sensor on 
pipe 
check rounds 

2 bilge alarm 
6 fire detector 
6 pressure sensor 111 

press pipe 
4 flow meter 

12 

13 Cr 
2 40 
2 40 

1 18 

2 36 
2 12 
1 30 
3 108 

4 112 
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SYSTEM: WATER MAKER HNLMS WITTE DE WITH (Evaporator) 

Part: Ejectors (7) 
Function: Create vacuum in both flash chambers 

Functional failure Failure mode À Failure effect 
Creates no vacuum 1. Lack of steam flow to 7 la. no vacuum and therefore 
in flash chambers ejector disruption process 

lb. no preheating seawater 
2. Connection with flash 3 2a. no vacuum and therefore 
chambers blocked disruption process 
3. Hole in vacuum pipe 3 3a. 110 vacuum 

Creates less 1. Less steam flow to ejector 7 1 a. less fresh water 
vacuum in flash productio11 due to less 
chambers vacuum 

lb. less preheati11g seawater 
2. Hole in vacuum pipe 3 3a. 110 vacuum 
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s Detection 
4 vacuum meter 

5 temperature meter 
4 vacuum meter 

4 vacuum meter 
3 vacuum meter 

3 temperature meter 
4 vacuum meter 

13 

13 Cr 
5 140 

5 175 
6 72 

2 24 
2 42 

2 42 
2 24 
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Annex C: Defensie taken 

DTl Beheersen zeegebied 
Het verzekeren van het overwicht in een zeegebied, waardoor eigen en coalitie-eenheden 
kunnen optreden zonder hinder van vijandelijke zeestrijdkrachten. Zonodig worden 
hiertoe vijandelijke middelen vernietigd of geneutraliseerd. 

DT2 Beheersen grondgebied 
Het verzekeren van het overwicht op land, waardoor eigen en coalitie-eenheden kunnen 
optreden zonder hinder van vijandelijke strijdkrachten. Zonodig worden hiertoe 
vijandelijke middelen vernietigd of geneutraliseerd. 

DT3 Beheersen luchtruim 
Het verzekeren van het luchtoverwicht, waardoor eigen en coalitie-eenheden kunnen 
optreden zonder hinder van vijandelijke luchtstrijdkrachten, waaronder ook 
grondgebonden luchtverdediging wordt verstaan. Zonodig worden hiertoe vijandelijke 
middelen vernietigd of geneutraliseerd. 

DT4 Bestrijding zeestrijdkrachten 
Het uitschakelen of buiten gevecht stellen van reguliere strijdkrachten en/of irreguliere 
strijdgroepen op, onder en boven het water, tot en met een rechtstreekse confrontatie met 
vijandelijke maritieme taakgroepen. 

DT5 Bestrijding landstrijdkrachten 
Het uitschakelen of buiten gevecht stellen van reguliere vijandelijke landstrijdkrachten 
en/of irreguliere strijdgroepen, tot en met het rechtstreekse gevecht hiertegen met eigen 
(lucht-)manoeuvre eenheden van verbonden wapens. 

DT6 Bestrijding luchtstrijdkrachten 
Het uitschakelen of buiten gevecht stellen vanaf zee, land of vanuit de lucht van reguliere 
vijandelijke luchtstrijdkrachten en/of irreguliere strijdgroepen tot en met de rechtstreekse 
confrontatie tussen grotere luchtverbanden, waaronder ook grondgebonden 
luchtverdediging wordt verstaan. 

DT7 Bewaken zeegebied 
Het systematisch toezicht houden op een zeegebied of objecten aldaar om gegevens te 
verkrijgen en deze met andere eenheden te delen. In het uiterste geval wordt opgetreden 
tegen verdachte eenheden. 

DT8 Bewaken grondgebied 
Het systematisch toezicht houden op een grond gebied of objecten om gegevens te 
verkrijgen en deze met andere eenheden te delen. In het uiterste geval wordt opgetreden 
tegen verdachte eenheden. 
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DT9 Bewaken luchtruim 
Het systematisch toezicht houden op een luchtruim om gegevens te verkrijgen en deze met 
eenheden te delen. Hieronder worden ook verstaan luchtverkeers- en gevechtsleiding. In 
het uiterste geval worden verdachte toestellen onderschept. 

DTl O Bescherming op zee 
Het nemen van maatregelen vanaf zee en vanuit de lucht om de veiligheid en 
bewegingsvrijheid op zee te waarborgen, beschadiging of vernietiging door 
aanvallen/mijnen op zee te voorkomen, ook tegen niet-militaire schepen of installaties. 

DTl 1 Bescherming te land 
Het nemen van maatregelen om de veiligheid en bewegingsvrijheid op het land te 
waarborgen, en beschadiging of vernietiging te voorkomen door aanvallen/mijnen op het 
land en vanuit de lucht. 

DT12 Bescherming in de lucht 
Het nemen van maatregelen om de veiligheid en bewegingsvrijheid in de lucht te 
waarborgen, en beschadiging of vernietiging door aanvallen in de lucht te voorkomen. 

DT13 Commandovoeringoperatie 
Militair optreden waarvan de kern wordt gevormd door het aansturen van door derden 
(mede-) geleverde militaire eenheden. 

DT14 Evacuatie 
Het naar elders brengen van burgers teneinde hen in veiligheid te brengen. 

DT15 Extractie 
Militair optreden gericht op het ophalen uit vijandelijk gebied van militaire eenheden 
onder gevechtsomstandigheden. 

DT16 Militaire bijstand 
Bijstand door de krijgsmacht, op verzoek en onder gezag van de civiele autoriteiten, ter 
handhaving van de openbare orde of voor de strafrechtelijke handhaving van de 
rechtsorde, dan wel het verrichten van taken ten dienste van Justitie. Hieronder wordt ook 
'contraterreur' verstaan. 

DTl 7 Persoonsbeveiliging 
Het beveiligen van personen door hiertoe maatregelen te treffen in hun omgeving, met 
inbegrip van de mogelijkheid tot het gebruik van geweld. 

DT18 Preventieve, voorwaartse ontplooiing 
Het ontplooien van eenheden in of nabij een crisisgebied met het oogmerk de politieke 
bereidheid tot militair optreden te onderstrepen en, zonodig, snel tot inzet over te gaan. 
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DT19 Scheiden partijen 
Het, al dan niet met militaire dwang, ter plaatse uiteenhalen of -houden van strijdende 
partijen. 

DT20 Stabilisatie 
Het door middel van, doorgaans langere, militaire presentie helpen scheppen van 
voorwaarden voor de ontwikkeling van een duurzame rechtsorde door lokale partijen. 

DT21 Speciale operaties 
Het, doorgaans heimelijk, autonoom en in kleinere verbanden, ter plaatse verkennen, 
overmeesteren of uitschakelen van een doel onder moeilijke omstandigheden. 

DT22 Strategische Doelbestrijding 
Het vermogen om essentiële doelen op zeer lange afstand te vernietigen. Hoezeer ook 
specifiek van aard, wordt hieronder ook verstaan de nucleaire taak van de F-16. 

DT23 Strategisch Transport 
Het verplaatsen van personeel en/of goederen over grotere afstanden tot en met andere 
continenten. 

DT24 Ceremonieel optreden 
Het met militair vertoon omlijsten van plechtigheden van de krijgsmacht en de overheid. 
Hieronder valt in ruimere zin ook het ondersteunen van Nederlandse diplomatieke en 
economische initiatieven in het buitenland, zoals staatsbezoeken en handelsmissies. 

DT25 Explosieven opruiming 
Het opsporen en onschadelijk maken van, al dan niet gevalstrikte, explosieve middelen, 
onder andere dan militaire (gevechts-) omstandigheden. 

DT26 Gastlandsteun 
Het ondersteunen van eenheden van bevriende naties bij verblijf op of verplaatsing over 
het grondgebied van het Koninkrijk. 

DT27 Kustwacht 
Het op en boven het water houden van toezicht op relevante regelgeving en het uitvoeren 
van opsporingshandelingen binnen de territoriale wateren van het Koninkrijk, en indien 
nodig daarbuiten, als bijdrage aan de veiligheid op zee en de handhaving van de 
rechtsorde door de civiele autoriteiten. 

DT28 Marechaussee taken 
De bij (politie )wet aan de Koninklijke marechaussee opgedragen taken. 
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DT29 Hydrografie en geografie 
Het maken van internationaal verplichte kaarten (inclusief obstakels) in het gebied 
waarvoor Nederland verantwoordelijk is en het verkennen en in kaart brengen van 
gedetailleerde, actuele informatie over operatiegebieden waarvan geen actuele kaarten 
beschikbaar zijn. 

DT30 Militaire steunverlening 
Hulpverlening door de krijgsmacht, op verzoek van de civiele autoriteiten in het openbaar 
belang, anders dan militaire bijstand. 

DT31 Noodhulp 
Het snel ter plaatse voorbereiden en bieden van hulp bij calamiteiten, met inbegrip van 
tijdelijke vluchtelingenopvang ter plaatse. 

DT32 Opleiden en trainen buitenlandse eenheden 
Het benutten van eigen militairen om die van andere landen op te leiden en te trainen. 

DT33 Rampenbestrijding 
De inzet van militaire middelen bij (dreigende) rampen, anders dan militair-operationele 
activiteiten. 

DT34 Strategische Militaire Inlichtingenvergaring 
Het vergaren en analyseren van militaire inlichtingen ter ondersteuning van de keuzes op 
bestuurlijk en hoog militair niveau. 

DT35 Verificatie 
Het vaststellen of (wapenbeheersings-) overeenkomsten worden nageleefd. 
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Annex D: Methods to aggregate 

The methods discussed below are necessary to understand the forrnulas used in HAKOG-II. 

D.1 'Building blocks' 

In this annex several ways to aggregate are mentioned. They may be used directly or as 'building 
blocks' for other aggregate methods. 

D.1.1 Sum 
Takes the sum of all observations. 

n 

sum = X1 +X2 + ... + xn = Ixi 
i=l 

(D.1) 

With this method the result will be in-between the minimum and maximum ( of x;). This is only 
applicable to positive numbers. 

D.1.2 Product 
Multiplying of all observations. 

n 

product= X1 X X2 X ... X xn = IT X; . 
i=l 

(D.2) 

With values between O and 1 the product will get smaller. The result will not per definition be in
between the minimum and maximum. When one of the observations is 0, the result will be 0. 
The product is to be used when compensation is not allo wed. The values of PG, MG and GO are 
limiting each other. 

D.1.3 Aggregate methods at which the result equals one of the observations 

D.1.3.1 Minimum 

Y min = mini=l, .. ,n [x;] · (D.3) 

This method is used when the minimum is very important, when al observations have to comply 
with a specific demand, when a minimum quote has to be gained. Compensation is not allowed. 
Thus PG, MG and GO are considered very critica! and so, all have to be high enough for a good 
operational readiness. 
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D.1.3.2 Maximum 

v = max. 1 [x]. ..,, n1ax l= , ... ,n l 
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(D.4) 

This method may be used when the maximum obtained value is important, even ifthis value is 
obtainedjust once. Using the maximum compensation is totally allowed. 

D.1.3.3 Mode 
The observation which occurs most often. 
In extreme circumstances the mode can equal one of the extreme values. That's why two different 
sets of observations can have the same mode. So, this method is considered not to be suitable to 
combine PG, MG and GO. 

D.1.3.4 l\1edian 
The observation in the middle, when all observations are ranked from low to high. 

, for n odd; (D.5) 
-

2 

, for neven. (D.6) 

In formula D.6 the result is not similar to one of the observations. The median is solely based on 
the order of rank and does not take the original values of the other observations into account. 
When two random sets are used, the median of the combined set is nota result of the two separate 
medians. The value of the median is not influenced by extreme values. This method is considered 
not be effective by combining PG, MG and GO. 

D.1.3.5 Combination of minimum en maximum 

mini=!, ,n [ X;] + maxi=!, ,n [ X;] 
y =---------. 

2 
(D.7) 

This method uses the minimum and the maximum and then takes the arithmetical average. This 
method is more or less similar to the arithmetical average as long as the observation is large. 
When the maximum or minimum is a peak the result will be effected enormously, unless both the 
maximum and the minimum are peaks. Therefore, this method seems not suitable for combining 
PG, MGand GO. 
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D.1.4 Averages 

D.1.4.1 Arithmetical average 

(D.8) 

With this method all observations are added and then divided by the number of observations. 

D.1.4.2 Geometrie average 

1 

G(xI,X2 , ... , Xn) =~XIX X 2 X ... X Xn = (rr x,J-;;. 
t=I 

(D.9) 

The outcome ofthis method is lowerthen the arithmetical average (except when the observations 
are equal, x1 = x2 = ... = Xn). The geometrie average plotted in a diagram, will rise less when 
more observations are added. 
With the exception of the daily average all other averages in HAKOG-Il are calculated by the 
geometrie average, because then it's clearer when one element (system or personnel) has not been 
available. Without one observation the others have hardly any contribution. 

Example: 

XI =0.7; 

X 2 = 0.85; 

x3 = 0.35; 

X4 = O; 

G(xi, X 2 , x3 ) = 1/0.7 x 0.85 x 0.35 = 0.59; 

G(xI,X2,X3,X4) = Vo.7 X 0.85x 0.35x 0 = 0. 

D.1.4.3 Harmonious average 

Tuis method has two qualities: 

(D.10) 

• When an observation is close to 0, the outcome is close to 0, too. Otherwise the outcome 
is significant higher (similar to the arithmetical average ); 

• It is the reciprocal of the arithmetical average of the reciprocal observations, which is 
demonstrated below: · 
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(D.11) 

D.1.4.4 Root mean square 

(D.12) 

Because of the fact that the square of the observations are used, the results of a root mean square 
are quite high. After the square, the surn is divided by the number of observations, where after the 
square root has to be found. 
The outcome is higher than the outcome of the arithmetical average and therefore also higher than 
the geometrie and harrnonious average. 
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Annex E: Codes in MATRACS 

1. Symptoms 

Code Symptoom Omschrijving 
0 Onbekend De initiële constatering staat niet vermeld onder de betekenis van 

de cijfers 1 t/m 14. In dit geval moet de waargenomen constatering 
in de rubriek "Toelichting" worden ingevoerd. 

1 Start niet op/ Installatie start niet t.g.v. een defect, beveiliging dan wel het 
opent niet missen van voeding, of klep/deur opent niet na een gegeven 

commando. 
,.., 

Stopt niet/sluit niet Installatie stopt niet of klep/deur sluit niet na een gegeven L, 

commando 
3 Geheel gestopt Een meetpunt heeft zijn uiterste waarde overschreden c.q. 

onderschreden door de werking van een sensor, waardoor het 
toestel automatisch wordt ge(nood)stopt dan wel is vastgelopen. 

4 Afwijking van de Tengevolge van metingen, onderhoud of andersoortig onderzoek 
norm welke is (vloeistof, trillingsmeting) is vast komen te staan dat de norm is 
waargenomen t.g.v. overschreden. De prestatie of functievervulling van het toestel in 
periodieke storing wordt als "achteruitgegaan" beoordeeld. De norm voor de 
metingen. beoordeling van het prestatieniveau van het toestel in storing 

wordt overschreden (zie vvkm 500). 
Norm= de toestand die voor een categorie personen of zaken, 
gewoon ztJn. 

5 Lekkage Er is sprake van (overmatige) lekkage of ontoelaatbaar lekverlies 
van vloeistof, lucht of gecomprimeerd gas (geen alarmering door 
sensor) 

6 Verstopping Minimale doorstroom van een medium wordt niet meer gehaald 
tengevolge van een blokkade in het systeem 

7 Trilling Zonder een trillingsmeting heeft de gebruiker zelf geconstateerd 
dat het trillingsniveau van het desbetreffende toestel wordt 
overschreden. 

8 Lawaai Er is sprake van een ongebruikelijk geluid of abnormaal 
geluidsniveau. 

9 Temperatuur/ Temperatuurafwijking ten opzichte van de normale bedrijfssituatie 
Oververhitting/ is geconstateerd. 
Rookverschijnselen. Er is een alarmering t.g.v. een te hoge dan wel te lage temperatuur. 

Er zijn rookverschijnselen waargenomen. 
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10 Parameter afwijking/ Er is een akoestisch en/of visueel alarm opgetreden d.w.z. een 
Verlopen afregeling. meetpunt heeft een grenswaarde overschreden door de werking 

van een analoge of digitale sensor. 
Opmerking: Een "vooralarm" wordt automatisch gegeven, 
wanneer een gedefinieerde grenswaarde, waarvan verwacht wordt 
dat deze leidt tot uitvallen of slecht functioneren, wordt over- of 
onderschreden. 

11 Abnormale J\1eetinstrument geeft andere waarde aan dan de werkelijke waarde 
instrument afwijking is. Het meetinstrument geeft een verkeerde waarde door. 

12 Storingsmelding De installatie geeft een foutcode dan wel foutmelding die 
besturing gekoppeld is aan een storing. 

13 Schade De storing heeft als ontstaansachtergrond een beschadiging van 
een of meerdere onderdelen van het desbetreffende toestel, t.g.v. 
oorzaken van buitenaf. 

14 Vloeistof- Zonder een vloeistofmeting heeft de gebruiker zelf geconstateerd 
. . 

dat het medium verontreinigd is . verontretmgmg 

2. Causes 

Code Oorzaak Omschrijving 

0 Onbekend De oorzaak/fout van de storing in het toestel is onbekend. 
De oorzaak/fout staat niet vermeld onder de betekenis van de 
cijfers 1 t/m 15. In dit geval moet de oorzaak/fout in de rubriek 
"Toelichting" later worden ingevoerd. 

1 Bedieningsfout De storing is ingeleid door een onjuiste bediening vanwege 
menselijk falen als een toevallig optredende gebeurtenis van 
buitenaf 

2 Softwarefout De oorzaak/fout is gelegen in de programmatuur of software. 
De oorzaak/fout is gelegen in het niet goed functioneren van de 
firmware. 

3 Constructiefout De storing heeft als ontstaansachtergrond een constructie- en/of 
materiaalfout in het ontwerp of bij de fabricage. 

4 Reparatiefout De storing heeft als ontstaansachtergrond een verkeerde afregeling 
dan wel vervanging van componenten. 

5 Storing overige Er is spraken van een zachte fout dan wel dat de storing wordt 
oorzaken / zachte veroorzaakt door invloeden van buitenaf (v.b. impedantie, 
fout. instraling, enz.) 

6 Overbelasting Door een langdurig en/of overmatig gebruik van de 
installatie/toestel is er een storing ontstaan. 

7 Mechanisch De oorzaak/fout is gelegen in de hardware componenten. (b.v. 
probleem slangen, pijpen, bouten, etc ). 

8 Elektrisch probleem De oorzaak/fout is gelegen in de hardware. (b.v. printkaarten, 
voedingseenheden, golfpijpcomponenten, lampen, compressoren, 
motoren, elektronenbuizen, etc) 
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9 Vervuiling De vloeistof in de installatie (met gesloten vloeistof circulatie-
systeem en met een gering lekverlies in relatie tot de totale 
systeeminhoud), waarvan het toestel in storing deel uitmaakt, 
wordt als "verontreinigd" beoordeeld. 
De verontreinigingsnorm voor de hydraulische vloeistof in de 
installatie van het toestel wordt overschreden (zie vvkm 500). 
Het limiet voor magnetische deeltjestelling in een gesloten 
smeeroliesysteem van gasturbines wordt overschreden (zie vvkm 
500). 

10 Normaal gebruik / Er is sprake van verouderings- of slijtageverschijnselen (b.v. 
Slijtage/ verdroogde pakking/isolatie etc.). 
verlopen afregeling / Er is sprake van corrosie- of erosieverschijnselen. 
instelling Storing is het gevolg van een verlopen afregeling of instelling 

11 Documentatie fout De oorzaak/fout van de storing is gelegen in een tekortkoming van 
de technische of logistiek-technische documentatie 

12 Herverdelen. Installatie/toestel heeft een storing t.g.v. een opdracht tot 
herverdeling. 
Tengevolge van een herverdeling is installatie incompleet 

13 Sensor fout De oorzaak/fout 1s gelegen in de onjuiste werking van een 
bedienings- of bewakingssensor. 
Storing is het gevolg van een onjuiste aanwijzing van een sensor 

14 Verlopen afregeling De oorzaak/fout is gelegen in de onjuiste werking of verlopen 
/ instelling afregeling c.q. instelling van een regelings- of beveiligingscircuit. 

15 Temperatuur/ De storing heeft als ontstaansachtergrond een te hoge temperatuur 
vochtigheid of vochtigheid van het desbetreffende toestel. 
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3. Waiting time 

Code Omschrijving 
A Geen wachttijd 
B Het benodigde personeel is, i.v.m. het niet gehonoreerd zijn op de bemanningslijst, niet 

beschikbaar 
C Het benodigde personeel is, i.v.m. prioriteitstelling van andere activiteiten, niet 

beschikbaar. 
D Het benodigde gereedschap en/of meetapparatuur is niet beschikbaar aan boord. 
E Het benodigde gereedschap en/of meetapparatuur is wel beschikbaar aan boord, doch 

elders in gebruik 
F De benodigde documentatie en/of tekeningen zijn niet beschikbaar aan boord. 
G De benodigde documentatie en/of tekeningen zijn wel beschikbaar aan boord, doch elders 

in gebruik 
H Logistiek niet aanwezig (wel lJR-artikel) 
I Logistiek niet aanwezig (geen UR-artikel) 
J De installatie is niet direct beschikbaar voor het lokaliseren en/of opheffen van de storing 

i.v.m. operationele aspecten. 
K Het lokaliseren dan wel het opheffen van de storing is niet mogelijk door invloeden van 

buitenaf (weersomstandigheden, sluittoestanden, beoefenen van rollen en dergelijke). 
L Het herstellen van de storing is voorbehouden aan het betrokken marinebedrijf 
M Herverdeling 
N Te bepalen door de dienst 
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